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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. DIMER PRODUCTION

A molecular cluster is a complex of atoms or molecules, held to-

gether by van der Waals interactions which may be 10,000 times weaker

than the chemical forces binding the atoms in a molecule. The simplest

hydrogen cluster, the (H ?) ? dimer, for example, has a dissociation

energy of about 2.U cm" (\XD.30 meV ^ 3.5 K ) , whereas the dissociation

energy of the H ? molecule amounts to k.kQ eV (ref. 1).

Although at normal temperature and pressure, dimers are present in

hydrogen gas, their number is far too small to permit investigation of

their structure; at p = 1 atm and T = 300 K, the dimer/monomer fraction

is calculated to be 2.5 x 10 (ref. 2). In order to raise their rela-

tive abundance, several techniques have been developed.

Lowering the temperature and increasing the pressure is applied in

the pressure induced infrared absorption experiments of McKellar and

Welsh (ref. 3). Another technique is to solidify the gas into its crys-

tal lattice and to study the pair interactions between the molecules

(ref. h).

In the present investigation, the desired increase of the dimer/

monomer fraction is obtained by supersonic expansion of cooled hydrogen

gas through a 20 ym nozzle hole into a vacuum chamber; the stagnation

temperature and pressure are kO K and 1 atm, typically. In the isentro-

pic expansion, thermal energy of the gas is converted into flow energy



in the forward direction. The resulting drop of the (internal) beam

temperature to about 1 K favours clustering of molecules in the still

comparably dense gas stream. Due to rarefaction in the jet, molecular

collisions have stopped to occur after some ten nozzle diameters and a

collision free intense molecular hydrogen beam is obtained, containing

an enriched fraction of (Hp)» dimers of typically 3%.

Normal hydrogen gas contains two modifications, the ortho species

with I = 1, j odd and the para species with I = 0, j even; here, I is

the nuclear spin and j the rotational quantum number of the hydrogen

molecule. Since spin statistics forbid easy conversion from one species

to the other, both will remain in a gas sample at low temperatures.

Therefore, the molecular beam contains both ortho and para hydrogen in

their 300 K equilibrium fractions of 75% and 25%, respectively. As a

result, three dimer species are present in the beam, the ortho-ortho

(o-o), the ortho-para (o-p) and the para-para (p-p) dimer. Applying

equilibrium theory, the respective fractions are 51%, ^0% and 3%, with

respect to the total number of dimers.

1.2. DIMER SPECTROSCOPY

Several techniques have been applied to reveal the properties of

van der Waals complexes, such as absorption spectroscopy, differential

scattering, spin lattice relaxation and molecular beam electric reso-

nance (ref. 5). For many dimers, structure and properties are known. We

mention the noble gas - noble gas dimers (ref. 6, 7, 8); noble gas -

hydrogen (ref. 9, 10); Ar-X, where X stands for HF, HC1, C1F, OCS

(ref. 11, 12); (0 2) 2 and (Ng)2 (ref. 13, 1*0.
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The structure of a complex is determined by the strength of the

anisotropic interactions, which more or less impedes the rotational

energy of the constituents. One distinguishes strong, intermediate and

weak coupling. The oxygen and nitrogen dimers are of the first kin-,

having a more or less rigid structure. Contrarily, for the Hp-noble gas

complexes, and also for the hydrogen dimers, the anisotropic foices are

relatively small resulting in essentially free rotating hydrogen mole-

cules. In between these extremes, one has the semi-rigid complexes;

their potential surfaces display minima and barriers preventing or

strongly perturbing free rotation of the constituents (e.g. Ar-HCl).

Microwave absorption technique has been applied by Hardy et al.

(ref. h), to study the pair interaction between two ortho hydrogen

molecules, embedded in a pp.ra hydrogen crystal lattice. The correspon-

dence with the free dimer is apparent, when one realizes that in the

lattice interactions between an ortho and surrounding para molecules

are averaged to values negligible with respect to these interactions

within the o-o dimer. These experiments yield information about the

quadrupole-quadrupole interaction and some very weak "non-quadrupolar"

interactions.

The existence of the (H2)2 dimer was first unquestionably demon-

strated by Watanabe and Welsh (ref. 10); in the collision induced in-

frared absorption spectrum of low temperature hydrogen gas, they ob-

served sharp peaks which were rightly interpreted as rotational tran-

sitions in the (Hp)? complex. At present, the best experimental infor-

mation on the rotational levels comes from more recent measurements of

McKellar and Welsh (ref. 15), employing the same technique. Due to the

relatively small (lip) masses, only two end over end (e.o.e.) rotational
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levels (belonging to the e.o.e. vibrational ground state) have 'bounded

states in the shallow potential well; moreover, due to the presence of

the centrifugal barrier, other quasi-bound levels exist, populated by-

short living complexes.

In the present study, the molecular beam magnetic resonance

technique is applied to measure the hyperfine spectrum of the hydrogen

dimers in zero magnetic field. Two methods are applied to drive the

transitions; (1) employing a single radio frequency (RF) coil, and (2)

a pair of identical RF coils at a mutual spacing which is large as com-

pared to their coil length.

1.3. THE RESONANCE TECHNIQUE

1.3.1. THE RABI METHOD

We consider a system exposed to a transition field, in near re-

sonance. Consequently, the problem of calculating the probability to

find the system in another than the initial state can be solved for a

two level model. The two states to be considered are defined as |p>,

energy -E/2 and |q>, energy +E/2. The transition field may be assumed

to be of a rotating type, with off diagonal matrix elements W exp(-iurt)

and its complex conjugate), only. Then, the complete Hamiltonian yields

(+E/2

W exp(+i

W exp(-io)

iwt) -E/2

iut)\

Initially (t = 0 ) , the system is described by

12



= a|p>+

Tn general, the complex coefficients a and f? can be written as

a = cos iS/2 exp(-i<^/2) and g = sin d/2 exp(+iv/2), where the polar angles

i? and V define a direction in a "fictive" spin space along which the

system (visualized by a state vector) is found.

At t = 0, the transition field is switched on and the state vector

starts a composite motion; it "precesses" with the angular frequency

<ou = \(o) - E/ft) + (W/fi) around a vector u, which itself "precesses"

around the z-axis (& = 0) with the angular frequency to. (The vector ii

has a z-component (to - E/ft)/\(a) - E/fi) + (W/n) .

For an observer, who rotates around the z-axis together with u,

the motion of the state vector reduces to a simple rotation (angular

frequency u ) around u. The projection of the state vector on the z-axis

determines the relative population of |p> and |q>; this projection

solely depends on the phase of the rotation with 10 . At t = T , the

direction of the state vecotr is given by # and ̂  . If tf = 0 at t = 0,

one finds for the projection (Rabi equation)

sin \/2 =
W (*IOJ -

in2[V(W/ft)2 + (u -sin . T/2]

In our practical case, T is given by 1/v, where 1 is the coil

length and v the dimer velocity. The applied RF frequency equals w/

W is determined by the strength of the RF field.

13



1.3.2. THE RAMSEY METHOD

In this case, a system enters the first transition field at t = 0

and leaves it at t = T; after travelling through the perturbation free

region it enters the second (identical) transition field at t = T + T.

The RF perturbation in the two transition regions are in phase and of

equal strength.

At t = T, we assume probability amplitudes a1 and 3'; for

x < t < x + T, the state can be described as

\v{t)> = a'exp[+iE(t-T)/2h]|p> + gfexp[-iE(t-x)/2fi ] |q>

A si'uple transformation to a rotating observer (angular frequency u a-

round the z-axis, coincidence of coordinate systems at t = T ) , yields

1

|*(t)> = a'exp[-ifii(t—r)/2]exp[+iE(t-r)/2h]|p> + 3 'exp[+iw(t-x

+ 3' exp [+iaj( t-T) /2 ]exp [-iE(t-T) /2n ] | q>

We now choose u = E/fi and find for the rotating observer t i m e

i n d e p e n d e n t probability amplitudes.

For the complete double coil set-up we have to distinguish three

rotating observers; for 0 ̂  t < T, the observer (for whom the state

vector performs a simple precession around ut as discussed in the pre-

ceding section), rotates with the applied RF angular frequency u; for

T < t < T + x, the observer (for whom the state vector is time indepen-

dent) rotates with the angular frequency E/tl; for x + T < t < 2 x + T ,

the observer (for whom again the state vector performs a simple pre-
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cession) rotates once more with the angular frequency OK

The first conclusion, then, is that if to = E/fi (i.e. on resonance),

the state vector proceeds with its precession in the second transition

region as if the perturbation free region were absent (i.e. independent

of T). The same holds if (w - E/ft)T = 2TT, UTT, ...; notice, however,

that this condition is T-dependent.

If (w - E/fi)T = IT, 3TT, ..., but if still holds u = E/fi (near reso-

nance) an interesting phenomenon occurs. Under these conditions, the

vector u is nearly perpendicular to the z-axis. However, at the en-

trance of the second transition region, the direction of u is opposite

as compared to the resonance case. Consequently, the second transition

region always annuls the action of the first one, independent of the

applied RF power. Hence, for (to - E/n) = ir/T, 3IT/T, ..., minima arise

in the observed transition rate. The FWHM becomes about 1/2T, i.e. it

only depends on the length L of the perturbation free region, with

L/v = T.

1.k. MODEL OF THE HYDROGEN DIMER AID GOAL OF THE PRESENT INVESTIGATION

The entire potential field in which the hydrogen dimers move, con-

sists of an isotropic and an angle dependent part (see Fig. 1,1). The

main angle dependent contributions are the anisotropic potential V.

and the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction Vn_T. The isotropic potential

can be characterized (among other parameters) by the well depth e and

its position R . It determines the intermolecular equilibrium separation

and, thus, the (relative) effect of the R- and angle-dependent inter-

actions on the level splitting.



-25-

Fig. 1.1. Isotropio (solid line)s anisotropic (dashed line) and

quadrupole-quadrupole potential (dash-dotted line, x 5).

From Meyer (ref. 16), the two bound end over end rotational

levels are also shown.

In Fig. 1.2, the hydrogen dimer is shown as a dumb-bell, at the

far ends of which the two constituting molecules are rotating. The sym-

bols j_. and j_p are the angular momentum quantum numbers of the hydrogen

molecules; J_. and 1^ stand for their respective spins. The quantum

number L describes the e.o.e. rotation of the dimer.
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complex

<R>o=5,OA

Fig. 1.2. Dumb-bell model for the hydro-

gen dimev. Although both hy-

drogen molecules are drawn in

one plane, they are practi-

cally allowed to rotate in-

dependently.

ortho H 2 : I i = 1 ; jj=1
para H2: I j = 0 ; jj =

The angle dependent interactions couple I. to _j_ (= j_. + j_), yiel-

ding the total rotational quantum number J_. Although only two e.o.e.

rotational levels are really bound (L = 0 and L = 1), also higher L-

levels are involved in the coupling (see chapter 3); in Fig. 1.3, this

J1=1

L = 0

L = 2

o

j + L = J =2

Fig. 1.3.

Two-ortho-ortho dimers,

showing an example of L-

admixture; for the upper

dimer j (= 2) and L (= 0)

are added to yield J - 2j

the same J value is ob-

tained for the lower

dimer, although the con-

stituting molecules

rotate quite differently,

here.
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L-adraixture is illustrated for an o-o dimer in the J = 2 state.

Due to the hyperfine interactions, the angular momentum J_ is

coupled to the total dimer spin I_ (= JE.. + JE,-,) to yield the total

angular momentum quantum number F.

The L = 0 to L = 1 state separation equals ^8.3 GHz (ref. 3),

whereas a splitting of 5 GHz is typical for the J-levels; the hyperfine

contributions are of the order of 100 kHz.

The goal of the present study is to obtain the level scheme for

the hydrogen dimers and to investigate the angle dependent interactions

by analyzing the zero magnetic field hyperfine spectrum of the o-o and

o-p species. The results are tested by several recent semi-empirical

and ab initio potentials.

In chapter 2, the molecular beam resonance apparatus is discussed,

in particular the single coil and double coil technique. The theoretical

framework leading to the energy level scheme is described in chapter 3.

In chapter k, the measured hyperfine dimer spectra are reported. A fit

of the dependent parameters to the frequencies is made leading to re-

commended values for the relevant dimer quantities. In the last section,

the dimer results are compared to the observed pair interactions of

ortho-ortho pairs embedded in solid para hydrogen. Finally, in chapter

5 outlook for future experiments is sketched.
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENT

2.1 INTRODUCTION

1

In this chapter we describe the molecular beam magnetic resonance

apparatus used to perform the measurements of the ortho-ortho (o-o) and

ortho-para (o-p) dimer hyperfine spectra.

Fig. 2.1 shows the main features. The low temperature source ejects

the hydrogen molecules, still strongly interacting. In triple collisions,

hydrogen dimers are formed together with heavier oligomers. The beam pur-

sues its way through a double skimmer system (Sk.1 and Sk2) and a mecha-

nical beam chopper to reach the state selecting region.

This consists of the inhomogeneous magnets A and B, with a homoge-

neous magnetic C-field in between, which contains the radio frequency

(RF) coils inserted to drive the hyperfine transitions (AF = 0, + 1

and Am^ = + 1). We can choose between two systems; a single coil (RF 3),

which will be referred to as the Rabi set-up, and a double coil system

(RF 1 and RF 2), the Ramsey set-up.

In the C-magnet a movable slit (Dl, typically 200 pm slit width)

is placed on the beam axis. The second slit (D2) at the beam axis serves

as detection slit. Its variable slit width is adjusted such that maxi-

mum state selected signal is obtained (slightly larger than 200 ym).

The molecules are ionized in a high efficiency electron bombard-

ment ionizer (ref. 1) and mass selected in a quadrupole mass filter

(Riber SQ 156). The H. molecules are detected on m/e = 2 , whereas the

20



LHe

RF3 B magnet D2
C magnet

quadrupole
mass filter

Fig. 2.1 Schematic view of the apparatus; sizes in am; sk3 skimmer
1; RF 1 and RF 23 vadio frequency coils

used in the separated coil experiment (Ramsey set-up); RF S^vadio frequency ooil used in the

single coil experiment (Rabi set-up); Dl and D2, movable slits with variable widths.
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dimer ions react according to (EL) -> H_ + H + e~ (ref. 2) and thus

are detected on m/e = 3. A small fraction of hydrogen molecules (0.05 %)

also yields a signal on m/e = 3 due to ion reactions in the ionizer; by

setting the apparatus to measure an H? hyperfine transition at high tem-

perature, we have shown that on m/e = 3 no transition was detectable

under circumstances comparable to those of subsequent measurements of

dimer transitions.

A detailed description of the state selecting principle has been

given by Ramsey (ref. 3) and Zandee et al. (ref. k). Here we will only

outline the basic ideas applied to the H? molecule in the rotational

j = 1 state; the outline will be directly applicable to dimer state

selection (see section 2.3).

An uncollimated hydrogen beam enters the A-magnet. Consequently,

in order to reach slit Dl, molecules with m = 0 must travel along the

beam axis, whereas molecules with EL = +1 and HL = -1 must leave the

source under a certain angle (> 0 and < 0) in order to permit the mag-

netic force in the A-magnet to redeflect them towards Dl. (The small

rotational magnetic moment u. = 1/6 y is disregarded here, in order

to simplify the discussion). The B-magnet's gradient is reversed com-

pared to that of the A-magnet. The H L = 0 molecules, travelling along

the beam axis, reach the detector slit undeflected, whereas the m_ = + 1

molecules passing through Dl - their paths being inclined with respect

to the m_ = 0 beam - are driven back to the beam axis at D2 by the action

of the B-deflection-magnet. If transitions produced inside the RF coils

change the HL quantum number of the molecules passing through Dl, the

B-magnet cannot drive them back anymore if mT becomes equal to zero; if

m was equal to zero before the transition, the B-magnet will repell

22



these molecules from the beam axis after the transition has been induced.

Thus, whenever the RF frequency is tuned to a molecular resonance, a de-

crease of the beam signal is monitored (flop out mode of operation).

An important point of this kind of spectroscopy is, that the time

of flight of the molecules through the RF coils determines the high line

resolution achieved (see section 2.3).

Throughout this chapter, we often discuss measurements on two spe-

cific ortho hydrogen hyperfine transitions; they will be referred to as

the BC line (i.e. F = 0 « - * l , m = 0 « - > - - 1 and the CF line (i.e.

F = 0 •+-* 1, nu = 0 «-• 1), using the notation of Ramsey (ref. 3).
r

2.2 SOURCE CONDITIONS

I i
The low temperature source used in the experiment, consists of a

copper source body which is clamped on to a Leybold-Heraeus Klipping

helium cryostat (PMK 500). The liquid helium flow (0.5 1/h at h2 K) is

controlled electronically using a carbon resistor, mounted on the source

body. The temperature is constant within a few tenths of a degree. The

carbon resistor is calibrated by means of vapor pressure measurements

of neon and nitrogen.

The nozzles are platinum-iridium electron microscope diaphragms

(Siemens or Philips), which are pressed to the source body by a small

copper plate, using indium for sealing. The best results were obtained

with 0 20 vim and 0 30 um hole diameters.

The source chamber is pumped by a baffled 1000 1/s jet pump

(Leybojet 1000/U) and the space between the two skimmers by a baffled

3100 1/s diffusion pump (Balzers DIF 250). The second skimmer is con-
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nected to the high vacuum part of the apparatus by means of a 30 cm long

tube with 50 mm diameter.

In order to avoid clogging of the nozzle by impurities of the

low grade hydrogen used, we led the supply gas through a liquid nitrogen

cooled zeolite trap.

Table 2.1 gives some characteristics of the source components to-

gether with typical source conditions and resulting beam properties.

The beam signal I versus the stagnation pressure p, roughly fol-

+ +2

lows Ig ̂ p, for the monomers and I ^ p , for the dimers; the same re-

sult was obtained by van Deursen et al. (ref. 5). There, a source pressure
Table 2.1

nozzle : hole diameter

channel length

skimmer 1: hole diameter

cone height

inner/outer half cone angle

skimmer 2: hole diameter

cone height

inner/outer half cone angle

nozzle-skimmer distance

distance between the skimmer openings

source temperature T

stagnation pressure p

gas load

pressure source chamber

beam velocity

internal beam temperature

dimer to monomer fraction

20

50

1.2

1*0

1U.0/15.U

3.5

8

25.1/32.8

5
90

1*2

580

0.1*

1.10"3

937

0.7

3

Vim

Vim

mm

mm

deg

mm

mm

deg

mm

mm

K

torr

torr 1/s

torr

m/s

K

I

•

I

Table 2.1 Characteristic source conditions and resulting beam properties.



1

p. is introduced indicating the pressure above which the m/e = 3 signal

measures not solely the dimer beam intensity but becomes contaminated

by other cluster fragment ions.

By means of the spectroscopic technique we are able to separate

the pure dimer component from the total m/e = 3 signal. Both the m/e = 3

signal and an o-o dimer spectral line intensity are displayed in fig.

2.2 as function of the stagnation pressure p. The slopes of the two

curves differ significantly, but since the measurements were performed

at p > p L this is not in contradiction with van Deursen's findings. The

intensity larbs) 1 1

50

20

10

5

2

1

'/

Fig. 2.2

Behaviour of beam intensity on m/e = 3

(curve 1) and spectral dimer line in-

tensity (curve 2, ortho-ortho dimer,

Nr. 3<->S)j as a function of stagnation

pressure p (20 \im nozzle at T =46
s

K); the arrow at 223 torr defines the

pressure pT above which the m/e = 3

signal on the mass spectrometer be-

comes contaminated with higher cluster

ion fragments.
100 200 " 500 1000 p(torr)

fact that the two curves reach their maximum values at different pres-

sures is additional proof for the statement, that the m/e = 3 signal

partly originates from higher clusters.

The most probable monomer beam velocity was estimated using

v = (2c T ) s , where c = 1.01*5 10 J kg
p s p

" 1 K - 1 (ref. 6) and T is thes

source temperature. This formula is derived assuming pure isentropic

expansion. The velocity determined in this way is very close to values

measured with a velocity selector (e.g. a calculated value of 937 m/s

versus admeasured value of 930(20) m/s at k2 K).
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We also determined the velocity from spectral line widths. The

values found in this way agree with those determined from above formula

(e.g. at h2 K, instead of a calculated value of 937 m/s, we found

910(1+0) m/s from the Rabi pattern line width of 5.6(2) kHz, and 926(30)

m/s from the Ramsey pattern line width of 1.10(3) kHz).

From the experimental line shape (section 2.3) we qualitatively

conclude that the velocity distribution is quite narrow; we assume the

FWHM to be less than 6%, a value used by Zandee et al. (ref. k) under

similar conditions.

The velocity of the dimers, as determined by van Deursen et al.

(ref. 5) deviates less than 15$ from the monomer velocities over a wide

range of stagnation pressures; the dimer velocity was measured to be

lower, always. Within experimental error of determining line widths [5%

for the strongest dimer lines) we found the monomer and dimer velocities

to be the same under working conditions.

The internal temperature was estimated from the intensity ratios of

an L = 0 to an L = 1 dimer spectral line. We found values between 0.5K

and 1 K(ref. 7).

Under working conditions we found 10$ for the contribution of beam

molecules to the dc background signal on m/e - 2, whereas the much smal-

ler m/e = 3 background was raised by a factor of 6 by switching the beam

on (these values were obtained by direct mass spectrometer measurements).

The dimer to monomer fraction in the beam is (3 + 2)%. The upper

limit is given by the typical ratio of the m/e = 3 and the m/e = 2 beam

signal; the lower limit originates from an estimate of the total dimer

spectral line intensity (11 lines) with respect to the total monomer

spectral line intensity (2 lines) in zero magnetic field.
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The strongest o-o diraer line (Nr. 3 *-*• 5 for notation see chap-

ter 3) was measured to be 0.3$ of the CF monomer line in zero magnetic

field. Ir. \e early stage of the experiment we wanted to identify the

up to ther. ...v-asured dimer lines as belonging to either the o-p or the

o-o dimer spectrum. To this purpose, we inserted an ortho-to-para

converter at kO K, which was connected to the cryopump; it consists of

a cylindrical pot containing 100 ml of FepO_. By mixing "normal" and

converted hydrogen, we were able to vary the concentration of ortho

hydrogen from 10$ (totally converted at kO K) to 75$ (totally normal).

The conversion rate was determined from the intensity ratio of the mono-

mer CF line in converted and normal hydrogen.

In the last stage of the experiment we wanted to determine the po-

sition of an o-o dimer line (Nr. 1 +-*• 2) lying very close to an o-p

dimer transition (Nr. 1 •*-»- 2, see table ?.3). The distinction was made

using up to 95$ enriched ortho hydrogen (ref. 8); applying equilibrium

theory, this leads to 11$ o-p dimer components in the o-o dimer beam.

The ortho fraction in the hydrogen gas was determined by taking the ra-

tios of the (j = 0 •* 2) and (j = 1 •> 3) Raman transitions.

2.3 STATE SELECTION AND RF TRANSITIONS

As pointed out already in section 2.1 the state selecting elements

consist of 2 inhomogeneous Rabi magnets and one homogeneous magnet con-

taining the radio frequency coils to drive the transitions.

For the convex pole piece of the Rabi magnets we use a rod of 50$

Co-Fe alloy (Vacoflux 50, saturation field 23.5 kG), embedded in a soft

iron body. The concave pole piece is also of soft iron. The pole pieces
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are placed in the so called two wire field configuration in order to get

an area of uniform field gradient (ref. 3 ) . A cross sectional view of

the Ra"bi magnets is drawn in the upper left corner of fig. 2.3.

beam intensity, arbs.

| with magnetic

H;/gradient field

Ht .without

-0.6 -0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 [mm]
movable slit position

Fig. 2.3 Magnetia deflection patterns of molecules detected on m/e=2

(HJ and m/e=3 (mainly (HJJ; for the latter one also the

zero gradient profile is shown. ?„_,.„_. stands for stagna-

tion pressure; B. stands for (HJ ~. The here employed mag-

net differs from those characterized in table 2.2, which were

used for the spectrosaopic measurements.

At the entrance and exit of each Rabi magnet we glued iron wedges

(2 cm long) in order to let the field gradually reach its maximum value.

We did this to minimize the occurrence of Majorana transitions (section

2.5).

Characteristics of the Rabi magnets are displayed in table 2.2.

A collimated molecular beam, submitted to a magnetic field gradient
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length

radius of convex pole piece

radius of concave pole piece

gradient per unit current

maximum gradient

I45O mm

2.38 mm

2.75 mm

1.3 kG mm"1 A"1

kG mm-1

Table 2.2 Chavaatevistios of the irihomogeneous A- and B-magnets.

will split according to its magnetic properties. The observed deflec-

tion patterns for hydrogen monomers and dimers are shown in fig.

2.3.

The (ortho) hydrogen deflection curve displays three maxima; left

and right the |IILJ = 1 and in the middle the m = 0 sub-beam; the lat-

ter is higher as it also contains all para H molecules. The m. split-

ting is not resolved in the apparatus (\i. - 1/6 v T, see table 3.1). The

asymmetry in the deflection pattern stems from the differences in field

gradient near the two pole pieces.

The dimer deflection pattern looks quite different; no sub-beams

are distinguishable, but significant broadening of the central.peak

occurs when the magnetic field is switched on. The deviating behaviour

of the dimers compared to that of the monomer is explained by 1). the

higher mass at almost the same velocity causes less deflection although

higher mT values are present, and 2). the occurrence of higher m. values

masks eventual DL sub-beams.

After all, the clear evidence for dimer beam deflection spurred us

to apply the magnetic beam resonance technique to (Hp)2 dimers.
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The C-magnet pole pieces are two rectangular soft iron slabs

(2 x k9 x 7.5 cm ) at a mutual distance of It.6 cm. The field is set to

zero by compensating the stray fields of the A- and B-magnets. We determined

its strength by measuring the position of the hydrogen CF line; the

field strength then follows from (ref. 9)

v = 5U6.i+37 + 2.1*65 B + 0.0^295
Or

(2.1)

Here, v is the transition frequency in kHz and B the magnetic field

strength in Gauss.

In between the C-field pole pieces, the RF coils are placed to-

gether with a movable slit holder containing two variable slits, sepa-

rated by k mm; in the experiment, nearly always a 200 ym slit was chosen.

The Rabi set-up consists of a single coil (length 130 mm) placed

near the middle of the C-magnet; in the Ramsey set-up two short coils

are positioned near the ends of it (coil length 20 mm, kOO mm separa-

tion), which results in a considerable decrease of line width (factor

of 5). Characteristics of the coils are displayed in table 2.3 together

with resulting line widths.

The transition matrix element between two non-degenerate states

|p> and |q> of a two-state-model is given by

<p|v|q> = hb cosut (2.2)

Here, V stands for the Hamiltonian due to the RF perturbation and a> is

the angular frequency applied to drive the transition.

For the Rabi set-up, the probability of finding a single molecule
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in the state |q>, if at T=0 it was in |p>, is given by the Rabi formula

(ref. 3)

P
pi

(X2 + sin
2{bT(X2+i)^ (2.3)

Here, X = (wQ -w)/2b, w_ is the angular resonance frequency and T is the

time the molecule spends in the KF coil. At resonance, a complete tran-

sition P is obtained for bT = TT/2 ("optimum condition").

For the separated oscillating fields a formula similar to eq..(2.3)

is derived by Ramsey (ref. 3); now, x is the time the molecule spends

in a short coil. For a complete transition at resonance holds bx = irA.

This is illustrated in fig. 2.k where the calculated probability P

Fig. 2.4 Calculated population of a state \q> for molecules, original-
ly being in state \p> as a function of frequency, for a "two
coil" set-up, T is the time, spent in one coil and b is a
measure of the perturbation strength, v (v/J the applied (re-
sonance) frequency. For the coil length and the coil separa-
tion we used the values of table 2.3; for the "monochromatic"
beam velocity we took 800 m/s. For br = ir/8 and bx = 3ir/8
the central maxima have identical shapes. The bx = v/8 curve
is not displayed completely for reasons of clarity.

1) See appendix A.
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is displayed as a function of frequency, for four different perturbation

strengths. The fast oscillations form the interference pattern, produced

by the separated coils; the line width is determined by the coil sepa-

ration. At 'bT=7rA, the envelope of the fast oscillation pattern (not

a straight line) resembles a "normal" spectral line, with a line width

determined by the coil length (i.e. 2 cm).

Recordings of the hydrogen CF line, employing both the Rabi and

Ramsey set-up are shown in fig. 2.5; we have set the field to a value

dn = 20(im
Ts = «2K
Ps=580 torr

H2 hypcrfine transition

-20 -15 -10 -5

T) single coil
FWHM = 5.6 kHz

2) separate coils

FWHM = 1.1 kHz

10 15 20

(v-vo)[kHz]

Fig. 2.5 The measured hydrogen CF kyperfine transition at 10 Gauss

applying the Rabi (curve 1) and Ramsey (curve 2) set-up. The

averaging time was 25 minutes at an RC-time of 0.1 second,

dn> Ts and p g stand for nozzle diameter, source temperature

and stagnation pressure, respectively.
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of 10 Gauss to be sure of inducing a two level transition.

In contrast to measurements with effusive beams (ref. 3 ) , the Rabi

curve exhibits two "satellites" at either side of the proper maximum.

Their presence demonstrates the narrow velocity distribution in our ex-

periment; in addition, the ratio of satellite intensities to the centre

line intensity (0.13(1+)) compares rather well with the theoretically

expected value of 0.116 (eg. 2.3)).

From the satellite separation, one can derive b = 1.06(5) 10 rad s~ ,

This number leads to two important tests; first, with a coil length of

13 cm and a beam velocity of 937 m/s one finds bT = 1.U6(T) which is

very near to the optimum condition bT = ir/2; second, with

b = |(gT-g.)ym B^^ M /2h I , it follows that the Rabi measurements of
I j « Hi pq

fig. 2.5 were performed at an effective oscillating field strength

B //2 = 1.15(5) Gauss, a value rather well in agreement with the di-

rectly measured one of table 2.3. (in above expression for b, B.,̂  is

the amplitude of the RF magnetic field and M = 1//3 the matrix element

connecting the two states involved).

The asymmetry of the Rabi line shape is caused, in our opinion,

by field inhomogeneities inside the 13 cm long RF 3 coil, and will be

discussed in section 2.5.

The behaviour of the line centre intensity as a function of applied

coil current (i.e. perturbation strength) is what one should expect

from a two level system, irradiated by "monochromatic light" at reso-

nance; the intensity reaches a maximum value, drops to nearly zero and

starts to increase again when the current is increased.

In fig. 2.5 the hydrogen CF transition is also displayed measured

with the Ramsey set-up. Contrary to the effusive beam interference
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quantity

length

coil diameter

distance between coils

wire diameter

number of turns per coil

current per coil

oscillating field strength Bn.

line width (FWHM)

long coil

130

12

-

0.8

160

80

F
1 ) 1-23

5.6

short coil

20

12

Uoo

0.8

22

200

2.1+72)

1.1

unit

mm

mm

mm

mm

-

mA

G

kHz

Table 2.3 Characteristics of the coils in the Rabi (long coil) and

Ramsey (pair of short coils) set-up^ together with resul-

ting line widths (FWHM) at 42 K source temperature.

1) effective value; 2) effective field strength in

the centre of a short coil (length = diameter).

pattern of ref. 3» many fast oscillations are clearly resolved. For a

monochromatic beam the line width of the envelope is determined by the

time the molecules spend in a 20 mm coil. In the present supersonic

beam experiment, the amplitudes are damped slightly faster due to the

velocity spread of about 6%.

The line centre intensity as a function of coil current behaves

the same way as described above for the Rabi set-up.

In section 2.5 we shall discuss more details about the double

coil interference pattern; in particular, possible spurious line shifts

due to C field inhomogeneities will be shown to be smaller than 0.06

kHz in our experimental situation.
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2. it DETECTION

In the experiment, a hyperfine transition is detected whenever ra-

diation frequency causes a decrease of "beam signal. The detection scheme

is displayed in fig. 2.6.

EM

oscillator

f. con. trig.

5Hz AM
RF signal

>-fx-Y recorder

4 5 Hz
TijTLT

vacuum housing

Fig. 2.6 Block diagram illustrating the detection scheme. Explanation

of component functions and used abbreviations are found in

the text.

The ionized and mass selected molecules hit the first dynode of an

electron multiplier (EM) and the resulting signal, - after pre-amplifi-

cation (PA, MOS MS 11L) - is phase sensitively detected in a lock-in
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amplifier (PAR 120). Its output is connected to a U00 channel signal

averager (CAT **00 B) in order to enhance the signal to noise ratio (SNR)

by repeated scans. Finally, the thus measured hyperfine line is read out

on an XY recorder.

The 5 Hz reference signal of the lock-in amplifier triggers both

the frequency oscillator (WAVETEK 13*0 to open its gate, periodically,

and the address advance (AA) unit of the CAT to proceed to the next

channel. With increasing channel number the CAT produces a stepped saw-

tooth which is fed into the frequency control (f.con.) of the oscillator

causing a frequency sweep.

The produced 5 Hz amplitude modulated (AM) radiofrequency (RF)

signal is amplified (in a home built amplifier for frequencies up to

50 kHz and in a commercial amplifier, - ENI 2^0 L- for higher frequen-

cies) and then sent to the transition coils via an isolation transfor-

mer. This galvanic separation was necessary to prevent serious feed

back to the detection system.

In the secondary circuit we placed a resistor to measure the cir-

cuit current. Pick up (pu) coils only serve monitoring purposes.

It takes 65 seconds to scan in a single sweep over 15 kHz for the

Rabi set-up and over 3 kHz for the Ramsey set-up; typical averaging

times are 3 minutes for a hydrogen line, 30 minutes for the strongest

dimer lines and 2 hours for the weakest ones. In order to rule out elec-

tronic delay effects, every measurement was repeated with a reversed

frequency sweep. The final frequency being the average value, differed

from the single measurements typically by 0.15 kHz for the Rabi and

0.05 kHz for the Ramsey set-up.

Fig. 2.7 shows a dimer line measured with the Ramsey set-up.
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line intensity (ARBS)

2 1 0 1 2
Iv.-v) in kHz

Fig. 2. 7 Ortho-ortho dimer hyper fine transition Nr. 3 -*-> 5; nozzle

diameter 20 ym; source temperature 42 K; stagnation pressure

580 torr. Averaging time 45 minutes at 0.3 seconds RC-time.

B = 0.02(2) Gauss, vQ = 481.44(4) kHz.

An H2-line could be recorded directly with a SKR of 20 at 0.3 sec-

onds RC-time, the strongest dimer line with a SNR of 3 at 3 seconds

RC-time.

2.5 MACHINE EFFECTS ON SPECTRAL LINES.

In the present section we discuss several effects which cause devi-

ations from ideal behaviour of the apparatus.

Spectroscopy means determination of resonance frequencies as ac-

curate as possible. However, distortions may cause line centre shifts;

they may occur in the single coil and -less probably- in the double

coil resonance technique (ref. 3).

In the present experiment we have found slightly different results
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applying both methods.

In the chapters 3 and k it will appear that one specific o-p dimer

line (Nr. 2 -<->• 3) lies slightly below the hydrogen CF line. With the

Ramsey method, the separation was measured to be 2.39(M kHz (9 mea-

surements in 0, k, 6, 8, 10 and 90 Gauss) whereas with the Rabi set-up,

the separation was found to be 1.8(1) kHz (7 magnetic field settings;

0, U, 6, 8, 10 and 90 Gauss).

A direct comparison between the two techniques also yielded dif-

ferent results; for the o-p dimer line (Nr. 2 •*-*• 3) the difference was

0.61(15) kHz (2 measurements, in 10 and 90 Gauss, where the Rabi method

yielded the largest frequency), whereas for the hydrogen CF line no dif-

ference was measured within 0.2 kHz (6 measurements in 0,10 and 90 Gauss).

Other dimer lines (in particular 0-0 dimer, Nr. 3 •*-»• 5 and 0-0 dimer,

Nr. 2 *-*• h) did not exhibit any difference between the two methods with-

in the experimental accuracy of typically 0.3 kHz.

Now we shall discuss possible causes for these differences.

J_. In a zero magnetic C-field measurement, a spectral line, in general,

is composed of several transitions, all with the same AF but different

Am_. In the high field limit, some of these Anu, components correspond

to mT flops, others correspond to m. flops. Only the asymptotic Am_

transitions contribute to the zero field spectral line intensity, since

in that case, in general, the magnetic moment change leads to a suffi-

cient disturbance of the deflection pattern in the B magnet.

In nearly zero magnetic C-field (i.e. the field splitting is still

smaller than the line width), the line shape, in general, is asymmetric,

because Am., transitions, which correspond to asymptotic Am. transitions,

are not detected; this asymmetry leads to line centre shifts.
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Apart from the deliberate production of Am_ transitions, sudden

changes in magnetic field strength, -accompanying, in particular, a

field inversion-, may also unintentionally cause magnetic moment flops,

the Majorana flops. Since each transition may behave differently in

Majorana-active-zones, the line centre shifts become unpredictable in

nearly zero magnetic field.

In order to minimize the occurrence of Majorana flops, we smoothed

the change of field strength at the ends of the parallel Rabi magnets

(section 2.3) and avoided the use of magnetic materials for all compo-

nents of the state selecting region. Yet, in intermediate magnetic field,

we have detected H? hyperfine transitions which ideally would have been

forbidden. Moreover, tuning on the CF transition (corresponding to

Anu. = 1 in the high field limit) we gradually inverted the magnetic C-

field, and found in stead of the CF line-, the BC transition (correspon-

ding to Am. = 1 in the high field limit). Note that the CF- and BC-

J

transitions coincide for zero magnetic field.

The slightly different results for the Rabi and the Ramsey set-up

cannot be explained by the occurrence of the Majorana flops; these could

only give different results in nearly zero magnetic field (for the hy-

drogen CF line and the o-p Nr. 2 •*-*• 3 line) since only then the line

might be composed of the "allowed" and "forbidden" transitions.

Preliminary spectroscopic dimer measurements were performed using

the configuration described by Zandee et al. Especially the C-field was

quite different. Then - as has been emphasized-, no such Majorana flops

were found, (ref. k).
>

2_. In the state selecting region, the monomers follow other paths

than the dimers and therefore might feel different magnetic fields.
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The path difference may be in horizontal and vertical direction. To rule

out this possibility, we measured the hydrogen CF line by inserting ver-

tical slits in order to confine the beam in vertical direction, and at

different temperatures (̂ 0, 80, and 150 K ) , in order to force the mole-

cules to follow other horizontal paths. No effect at all was detected,

neither with the Ramsey nor with the Rabi set-up.

_3. The line shape of a transition, among other parameters, is deter-

mined by the applied coil current. For H and (H ?) ?, with the Rabi set-

up, we did not see any shift of the line centre as a function of applied

current, not even when the line began to show a dip in the centre. Also

the Ramsey line centre (tested on H_) stayed at the same frequency at

higher currents, (see also fig. 2.k)

Differences in applied current for the first and second coil do

not influence the line shape very strongly (ref. 3). In the present

experiment, the currents were the same within 5% (determined by the

pick up coils).

Different phases could also influence the line shape; however,

the two pick up coil signals matched completely on a double beam oscil-

loscope.

We also performed some Ramsey measurements with the coils put in

series in stead of parallel connection; we recorded the lines on the

same position.

k_. Finally, we discuss C-field inhomogeneties. When we determined

the magnetic field in the middle, at the far ends and the average value

in the C-magnet, we found differences of 0.3 Gaussstypically. The magne-

tic fields were determined by measuring the hydrogen CF line (eq. 2.2)

using the long coil (RF 3 ) , and the short coils RF 1 and RF 2 separa-
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tely; the average field, strength followed from a double coil measurement.

In order to investigate the influence on the line position we placed

iron plates at the entrance and exit of the C-magnet and thus equalized

the magnetic field strengths at the ends; however, no change in line po-

sition was detected, with the Ramsey method.

Apart from this experimental proof, we derived a formula for the

population probability P , in the case that the field strengths in the

middle and at the far ends are different. The largest line shift is

found when the end fields are about equal and the middle field deviates.

The result of the calculation is displayed in fig. 2.8; for a field

1.0

0.5

bi=n/t

\ bx=3n/8

-1 1 2
(v-v0) in kHz

Fig. 2.8 Calaulated population of state \q> for molecules originally

being in state \p> as a function of frequency, for the "two

coil" set-up. The solid lines represent the situation in an

ideally homogeneous C-field3 whereas the dashed lines are

obtained for the case that thr homogeneous magnetic field in-

side the two coils is 0.4 Gauss higher than in between. (For

the other relevant parameters3 see the caption of fig. 2.4.)

D see appendix A.



difference of 0.4 Gauss, the line centre shift increases from 20 Hz for

bx = IT/8 (not drawn) to 60 Hz for optimum perturbation (bT = ITA); for

bx = 3w/8 it amounts 150 Hz, still much smaller than the effect we are

searching for.

The Ramsey set-up thoroughly investigated thus, was found to be

free of non-negligible distortions.

The Rabi set-up produces a very asymmetric line profile as we have

seen in fig. 2.5 already. This phenomenon is well known in molecular

beam magnetic resonance experiments and is explained by non-uniformities

of the C-field. (refs. 3 and 10).

We have performed a calculation of the resonance curve, for the

case that the resonance frequency in the first 65 mm of the Rabi coil

differed by an amount of 1 kHz from that of the second half; 1 kHz cor-

responds to about 0.3 Gauss, for the hydrogen CF line. At "optimum per-

turbation" and a velocity of 937 m/s, the line centre shifts by 0.5k

kHz!

Since the size of this shift is very near to the measured one,

we conclude that the discrepancy between Rabi- and Ramsey set-up stems

from the C-field inhomogeneities inside the 130 mm long RF 3 coil.

Hence, the transition frequencies obtained by the single coil set-up

are rejected where separated coil results are available. In Chapter k

a number of experimental dimer spectra frequencies are single coil

results; in these cases the experimental errors are larger than the

line center shift values discussed above.
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CHAPTER 3

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

3.1. INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the theoretical aspects of the dimer spectrum will

be discussed. In normal hydrogen, 75% ortho H~ (I = 1, odd j) and 25%

para H_ (I = 0, even j) is present. Since our experimental circumstan-

ces lead to internal beam temperatures as low as 1 K, only the states

of lowest rotational energy are populated (ref. 1). Transitions from

the ortho- to the para-species are practically forbidden. Hence, in the

H_ beam 75% ortho hydrogen with j = 1 and 25% para hydrogen with j = 0

is present.

A dimer can exist in 3 different modifications, para-para (p-p),

ortho-ortho (o-o) and ortho-para (o-p) (H_)?. The p-p dimer has no

hyperfine spectrum and furtheron will be unmentioned. On the other

hand, in the o-o and o-p dimershyperfine interactions are present,

leading to a measurable hyperfine spectrum.

The objective of this chapter is to determine the entire o-p and

o-o spectrum and to investigate the influence of the various terms of

the Hamiltonian, especially on the hyperfine splitting. The position of

the hyperfine levels is influenced by the angular dependent parts of

the intermolecular potential, thus supplying us the tools to determine

their strengths.



3.2. THE HAMILTONIAN

The Hamiltonian describing the (H 2) 2 dimer is written as

V R ) + VAI(R>01'02) + S

*) /
The symbols in this expression are defined in Table 3.1 (see also

Fig. 1.2). The Hamiltonian consists of three parts: vibration and rota-

tion (3.1a), the isotropic and angular dependent parts of the intermo-

lecular potential (3.1b) and the hyperfine interactions (3.1c).

The dimer forms an asymmetric rotor with internal degrees of free-

dom. In the most unfavourable case, Ray's asymmetry parameter ic =

-0.9992, which is very close to -1, the value for a prolate symmetric

top molecule. The moment of inertia along the dimer axis is a factor of

50 smaller than those perpendicular to this axis. Therefore, no angular

momentum component along the dimer axis can occur without leading to

dissociation; hence the rotational energy of the rotating dimer is

described very well by the third term in Eq. (3.1a), i.e. the dimer

behaves like a diatomic molecule in a E-state. The second term is the

rotational contribution of the two constituting H?-molecules (internal

degrees of freedom).

*) underlined quantities stand for vector operators
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Table 3.1.

Symbol Definition Value Unit Ref.

c

d

B(R0)

equilibrium internuclear separation 0.71*156

in

(approximate) equilibrium H?-H?

separation in the dimer

2
h/8ir IM, rotational constant of H

(I moment of inertia)

electrical quadrupole moment of H

spin-rotation constant in H_

spin constant of Ho

d'(RQ) intermolecular spin-spin constant

gI 2 p p ^ V H2 n u c l e a r S-factor (y^

nuclear magneton; p proton magnetic

dipole moment)

gj yj/u.,, H_ rotational g-factor

y 5ltlM' re<iuce<i dimer mass (IIL. mass H?

molecule)

Y(RQ) e Q /kvz hR , quadrupole-quadrupole

interaction constant at
0

h/87r I , aimer rotational constant

at RQ with ID - yR^

1779 GHz

2.1906 10"1*0 Cm2 3

113.90U(30) kHz U

288.355(120) kHz 1+

O.96O96 kHz

5.58569 5

V_(Rn) strength of R-dependent part of V

at R (2)
AI

0.88291(7) 6

1.67356 10"27 kg 5

20.832

20.0582

-19. h

GHz

GHz

GHz 7

0



Table 3.1. (continued)

Symbol Definition

rotational quantum number of i-th H ? molecule

j_ = I-, + 12

quantum number of the end over end dimer rotation

± = A + k

spin of the k-th proton in the i-th Hp molecule

I. = 1.1 +!_.„, total spin of the i-th H- molecule

I = I1 + Io, total dimer spin

_F = <J + J^, total angular momentum

projection of F on arbitrary reference axis

position vector of i-th H axis in arbitrary reference frame

position vector of dimer axis in arbitrary reference frame

angle between r. and R

J

L

J

Xik

I.

I

F

MF

r.
1

1

Table 3.1 Definition and numerical values for the various symbols.

The value for the d-constant is 5 times the value of

ref. 4 due to a different definition.

The V.-r used here is an isotropio Lennard-Jones (12,6)
AI _2 o

potential according to Butz (z = 23.2 cm , Rm = 3.30 A),

combined with anisotropy parameters determined by Zandee

(q26 = 0.18, O 2 n = 0.24) (ref. 7).



The V term in Eq. (3.1b) describes the interaction of the non-

spherical charge distribution of molecule i with that of molecule k

which is considered to be spherical and vice versa, here; it depends on

the angles between the EL axes and the dimer axis. The general form is:

VAI(R,01,92) = S hVn(R)[Pn(cos01) + Pn(cos02)] (3.2)

Odd n do not occur for symmetry reasons. Terms with n > 2 do not con-

tribute because they would only mix j. = 1 (and j p = 1) with j" = 3,5,-.

(and jp = 3,5,..), levels energetically so far off (ca. 200 cm ) that

we neglect their contribution. Eq. (3.2) thus reduces to

V (R,©.,© ) = hV (R)[P2(COS0 ) + P (cos© }] (3.3)

At long distances, V?(R) ^ R , i.e. Eq. (3.3) asymptotically approaches

the leading anisotropic dispersion term.

The last part of Eq. (3.1b) stands for the other anisotropic inter-

molecular terms, describing the interaction between the two non spheri-

cally symmetric charge distributions,

f
The Vp_i term is the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction V_Q_ with

= 3^10 y(R); in i s simplest form, the quadrupole-quadrupole inter-

2 2 5
action constant y(R) = e Q /(itire hR ) (see Table 3.1); more refined R-

dependences are discussed in chapter h.

The expectation values of the Vp 2 Q and V terms are a factor of



about 100 smaller than the one of the V_,,, interaction. At large dis-

tances they show a predominant R dependence and approach dispersion

terms proportional to the product cf.anisotropies of the polarizabili-

ties of both molecules (ref. 8,9,10).

Eq. (3.1c) stands for the hyperfine interactions in the dimer. The

terms H and H describe the spin-rotation and (intra-molecular)
lo XI

direct spin-spin interaction within the constituting molecules, whereas

H' describes the (inter-molecular) direct spin-spin interaction

between them.

The spin-rotation interaction constant c arises from two contribu-

tions (ref. 11); (1) the nuclear part which is the interaction of a nu-

clear spin with the field produced by another nuclear charge which ro-

tates around the first one and is shielded by its closed shells; the
-3strength of this part is proportional to r , r being the distance

? * between the two nuclei; and (2) the electronic part which is the inter-

action of a nuclear spin with the field produced by the rotating

|j valence electrons of the molecule. Its strength is proportional to

''' - 2 - 3i! r .r , r being the distance between the nucleus and an electron.
i nn ne ne

For the dimer, the spin-rotation interaction

Here, Ramsey's sign convention is used for the c-constant (ref. k). Its

value is assumed to be the same as in a single H? molecule; in the

dimer the Hp molecule will maintain its bond length and a slight per-

turbation of the electron cloud will occur only in its outer parts,

presumably of negligible influence on c due to the r proportionality.



The hyperfine interaction H is the direct molecular spin-spin

interaction which has the form

H =

Here, y , y, and r are the interacting dipoles and their separation;
a u

JJ_ = g p j , g being the proton g-factor and v the nuclear magneton.

The intra-molecular spin-spin interaction contribution in the

dimer is written in tensor notation (ref. 12),

= -dh 3/5 •!{f1f1}
(2){lS])I(

12
)}(2) f ^ ^ r f }(2){I2

1)I22
)}{2)}(°>

' 0 '0

(3.6)

Here, d is the spin-spin constant in a single hydrogen molecule,

2 2 —3
d = pfig VJT

<I"0 >Airh. For the dimer the experimental d value for the

single molecule is taken because the H_ bond length is assumed to be

unaffected by the presence of the second H_ molecule.

For the inter-molecular dimer spin-spin interaction follows (with

d'(B) = j i o g ^ 3

HJj = -d'(R)h B/S^RRl^^lj^Ig^J^H (3.7)

* At the intermolecular equilibrium separation of the dimer, d'(R) amounts

to about 1 kHz (see Table 3.1). Due to the g-factor dependence of d'(R),

: spin-spin interaction between j_. and j_ or j_. and I, (i 4 k) are
i'] 1 TL 1 -""it

neglected.

: An (_I. ._L)-type interaction describes the interaction of spin _I.-
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with the magnetic field produced by molecule k, taking part in the end

over end rotation (h); it is neglected for 3 reasons: (1) the inter-

action is proportional to R~ ; (2) the nuclei of molecule k are strongly

shielded by their "closed shell" electrons: (3) the electronic contri-

bution is practically absent because of the closed shell structure of

molecule k.

The (j_. .L_) interaction would even be smaller (p. - -? lO and is

thus, also neglected.

3.3. THE MATRIX ELEMENTS

The wavefunction which is a solution of the Schrodinger equation

is regarded as a sum of terms each of which is factorized in members of

complete sets of vibrational, rotational and spin functions.

The vibrational set is given by the numerical solutions of the In-

dependent part of the Schrodinger equation

(VR) - (3.8)

In Eg. (3.8) the vibration is not disturbed'by the angle dependent

parts of the potential. Truncating the set after its leading term

(L = 0 or L = 1), we neglect the coupling to higher excited e.o.e. ro-

tational states of the complete set defined by the solution of Eq.

(3.8) (those states (L > 1) would be dissociative). This implies that

the vibrational solution <|),.(R) of Eq. (3.8) is a very good description

of the vibration in the L = 0 and L = 1 state, respectively.

In this approximation, averages of all R-dependent terms of the
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Hamiltonian (Eq. (3.1)) are calculated, yielding <H> L_ 0 for even L and

<H> L = 1 for odd L. The calculation of the angular and spin dependent

parts is then carried out as for a rigid rotor, however, with different

equilibrium separations and different <R~n> and <R~n>T_1 for even

and odd L's, respectively. Functions like <VO> assume slightly diffe-

rent values for even and odd L.

At first sight, there might seem to be an inconsistency in the

restriction of L values to 0 and 1 as far as the vibrational motion is

concerned, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, the expansion to

higher L values when dealing with the e.o.e. rotation of the rigid ro-

tor like system. This inconsistency, however, disappears if we consider

independent complete sets of vibrational and e.o.e. rotational eigen-

functions; the vibrational functions are restricted, then, to just one

term (either the L = 0 or the L = 1 function) whereas the e.o.e. rota-

tional functions are considered up to higher L values to allow for ro-

tional perturbation due to the angle dependent potentials (in section

3.5 it is shown that the L-admixture is of the order of 5^*)- As to the

vibrational motion such a perturbation is neglected, explicitly.

We use the coupled representation |j...M> = |((jL)Jl)FM > in

which j and I are defined by (j 1 j£)j and ((l11I.)2)l1(l21I22)l )l.

The matrix elements that follow below are calculated using well

known vector coupling formulae (ref. 12); derivations are given in

2 —2
appendix B. The symbol <B> will be used for (h/87r u)<R > Quantum

L L*

numbers with (first) subscript 1 always point to the ortho molecule

in the dimer, whereas the subscript 2 designates either an ortho or a

para molecule. The symbol [1] stands for (21+1).

* Corresponding to a squared amplitude of 2.5%.
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2 2

M = < j . . .
3

| j ' 2

/L' 2 L\ (j' j 2)

\0 0 0/ IL L' j)

• f 2 1
°2 (' j , 'I

(2 2 k) /L' U L\
{ > J
(L L1 J) \O o o/

1 + 6. .
1

I+I'+j+j'+I +j +L+F

{ [ l ] [ l ' ] [ j ] [ j ' ] [ j ]
I / O I " u I I"1- ' -"-I

l t J ' ] } 1 / 2 \ } < }

(i j 2 1 ) (1 I2 1 )

(J J ' 1) (J J ' 1)
| j « j L ) ( r I F ) 1 + 6 i J 2

6ch
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! •

Mg =

1
v v i 1)

!

J J1 2̂  fj J1 2̂

j ' j L ) ( I - I F)

, /L 2 lA (J J ' 21
{[J] tJ '] [L] [L'] [I] [ I ' ] } 1 / 2 ) { }

\0 0 0/ ( i ' I Fj

f j 2 JO i\ 1 n

L1 j L ) (i i ' 2)
(1 +6 )

IJ2

M 8 "

f ' I i + 6

M9 f L ]

/L 2 L . W , J. 2, | i 1

The matrix element M1 is diagonal in all quantum numbers and will

therefore be suppressed from here on. The second matrix element M pro-

duces a splitting of about 1*8.3 GHz (ref. 13) between the L = 0 and

L = 1 rotational levels.



i

The V (M ) and V (M.) couple the L-levels within an even or

odd L'-ladder according to the triangular relations A(L' 2 L) and

Ad,1 k L ) , respectively. The V Q -element vanishes unless j = j ' = 2

and hence is only active in the ortho-ortho dimer. The admixture of the

bound L = 0 and L = 1 levels with higher L1-levels turns out to be

about 5$ (section 3.5). The splittings produced by these two inter-

actions (M, and M. ) both are of the order of 5 GHz.

The hyperfine structure (NL and NL-) causes transition frequencies

in the range of 10 to 500 kHz. The c-interaction couples states of

different quantum numbers obeying A(j 1 j ' ), A(l 1 I1) and A(j 1 J 1 ) ,

the d-interaction similarly,but obeying A(j 2 j'), A(l 2 I1) and

A(J 2 J'), all for a fixed L value.

The matrix element VL describing the inter-molecular spin-spin in-

teraction couples the L quantum numbers obeying A(L 2 L'). For the o-o

dimer, it causes a hyperfine shift of 0.2 kHz, typically for L = 0 (via

admixture with L = 2); for L = 1 its contribution is about 1 kHz. For

the o-p dimer this interaction is absent.

The V 2 2 Q and ^222
 i n t e r a c t i o n s (M8 a n d M Q ) cause a J-level shift

of typically 0.2 GHz, for the o-o dimer only. The effect on most L = 0

hyperfine transition frequencies is smaller than 0.02 kHz; however, the

o-o Nr. 5 •*-»• 6 line is shifted by 0.13 kHz (for notation see section

3.k). For L = 1 lines the effect is somewhat larger, but in general

smaller than 0.05 kHz; the largest shifts are found for the o-o Nr.

28 -<-»- 30 and Nr. 13 •*-> 1*+ lines, 2.6 and 1.2 kHz, respectively.
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3.k. THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE BASIS SET

I ;

As mentioned in the introduction, two modifications of (H2)p have

to be considered, namely the o-o and the o-p dimer.

The construction of the basis set for the o-o species (made up of

bosons) is restricted by symmetry requirements. The total dimer wave-

function must be symmetric with respect to an interchange of the two

hydrogen molecules. Therefore, the total wavefunction is symmetric when-

ever (-1)L+j+I = +1.

For the o-p dimer no symmetry constraints are imposed because this

species is made up of two non-identical particles.

The total basis set consists of an infinite number of states, e.g.

the quantum number L might assume any positive integer value including

zero. We are interested in the energy levels of the asymptotic L = 0

and L = 1 rotational state. In truncating the basis set we are led by

the coupling of the several interactions, in such a way that higher L

states are taken into account only if they interact with the L = 0 and

L = 1 state in a direct way (e.g. no L = 6 states appear in our basis

because L = 2 would be the lowest state with a direct coupling).

Moreover, the states are split into an even (L = 0, 2, h) and odd L

(L = 1, 3, 5) set with no interactions between the sets.

As a result, the truncated basis set for the o-p dimer contains 10

even-L and 1U odd-L states. The quantum number F assumes the values 0,

1, 2 (L even) and 0, 1, 2, 3 (L odd).

For the o-o species we have 75 even L and 68 odd L states, F vary-

ing from 1 to k.

The entire matrix is calculated using the interaction matrix ele-



ments M. to M_ of the preceding section. As F is a good quantum number,

the matrix is subdivided into 10 o-o and 7 o-p submatrices, the largest

of which contains UU1 elements.

3.5. THE THEORETICAL DIMER SPECTRUM IN ZERO MAGNETIC FIELD

All submatrices described in the preceding section are diagona-

lized, yielding the energy spectrum of the o-o and o-p dimer in zero

magnetic field for the vibrational ground state.

The coarse energy splitting between the two bound e.o.e. rotational

states is described by the asymptotic e.o.e. quantum number L (L = 0 and

L = 1). Although diagonalization of the matrices also yields the higher

L spectra, these are disregarded having no physical counterparts in

nature.

The angular dependent parts of the potential (mainly V and V )

split each L-level into J-levels. Also due to these interactions the

L = 0 (L = 1) level is mixed with L = 2 and L = k (L = 3 and L = 5)

(see Fig. 1.3).

Finally, the hyperfine interactions cause a splitting of the J-

levels into F-levels.

For the o-p and o-o dimer, the entire level schemes are displayed

in Figs. 3-1 and 3.2, In Fig. 3.2 even and odd I values are drawn sepa-

rately for purpose of clarity only. Numbers in parentheses refer to the

different hyperfine states. The correspondence between these numbers

and the quantum numbers belonging to each level are shown in Table 3.2.

Although F is the only good quantum number, J and L - as asymptotic

quantum numbers - are very useful in defining a certain level. For
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1

I

Nr.

1,2,3,U,5,6

7,8

9,10,11

12,13,1U

15,16,17

18,19,20,21

22,23,2i*,25,26,27

28,29,30

31,32,33

3^,35

1,2,3

k

5,6,7

8,9,10

j

2

0

1

2

2

1

1

0

2

1

1

1

1

1

0RTH0-0RTH0 (

L

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

ORTHO-PARA (H

0

1

1

1

H2>2

J

2

0

1

1(A)

3

Kc)

2(A)

KB)

2(B)

0

2 ) 2

1

0

2

1

I

0,2

0,2

1

1

1

0,2

0,2

1

1

0,2

1

1

1

1

F

k, 3,2,2,1,0

0,2

2,1,0

2,0,1

^,2,3

3,1,2,1

k,2,3,0,1,2

1,2,0

3,1,2

0,2

2,1,0

1

3,2,1

2,0,1

Table 3.2. Numbering and identification of all levels occurring in

the dinner spectrum. The quantum numbers j and I (in parti-

cular) are not good quantum numbers; yet they are dis-

played here, since the basis states containing them, unam-

biguously are identified in the eigenfunctions.



ORTHO-PARAIH ) I

L=1

spectrum

in zero magnetic field.

Values in parentheses,

numbering the states,

correspond with the numbers

in Table 3.2.

f

LzO
\J . 0 13)

N=— 1 iii

(L = 1, J = 1, 2) an extra labelling is necessary (capitals A, B, C) as

different (j-L)-combinations may yield the same value for J.

Table 3.3 displays the energy values for the J-levels (with respect

to the L-level, in GHz). The separation Detween the L-levels amounts to

U8-3 GHz (ref. 13). In Table 3.3 the frequencies are obtained using the

f i t results <V2/B> = -1.332 and < Y / B > 0 = 1.708 (see chapter k) in

combination with the <B>_ value calculated from the most recent ab

initio potential by Meyer (ref. 8); the symbols <y/B>_, etc. stand for

<Y>rj/<B>0, etc.

For L = 1, <B>. is calculated from the Meyer potential as well; the

ratios <Y/B> 1 and <Vp/B>1 are obtained by combining the f i t results

for <Vp/B>0 and < Y / B > 0 with the ratios [ <Vp/B>J/[ <V2/B> ] and

[ <Y/B>1]/[ < Y / B > J , also calculated with Meyer's potential. In Table 3.
1*

all numerical values are summarized.

I n t h e f i r s t i n s t a n c e w e n e g l e c t t h e h y p e r f i n e
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Table .7.3.

L

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

J

2

0

1

KA)

3

Kc)

2(A)

KB)

2(B)

0

J- level^
(GHz)

-3.98

-1.88

-0.1+02

-16.5

-1+.28

-5.1+6

+0.960

+2.36

+1+.66

+11.1+

ORTH0-0RTH0 (H2)2

1 ) F - l e v e l ( 2 )

(kHz)

-166.921+
-111+.56O
-101.021
+226.189
+380.1+82
+536.691

-0.015
+0.006

11+2.21+1
-15.095

+256.71+1

-86.02
-1+3.62

+157.90

-1I+I.67
+82.32

+123.3h

-1+2.78
-26.18
-21.23

+161.29

-11+1.98
-1+0.20
+56.76
+71.05
+92.32

+ 11+6.66

-26.37
-5.61+

+ 107.1+6

-107.55
+90.81
+96.10

+0.01
+0.01

F

1+
3
2
2
1
0

0
2

2
1
0

2
0
1

1+
2
3

3
1
2
1

1+
2
3
0
1
2

1
2
0

3
1
2

0
2

Nr

1
2
3
1+
5
6

7
8

9
10
11

12
13
11+

15
16
17

18
19
20
21

22
23
21+
25
26
27

28
29
30

31
32
33

3U
35
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Table 3.3 (continued)

L J

ORTHO-PARA

(GHz) (kHz]
Nr

0

1

1

1

1

0

2

1

-0.

-10.

-1.

+5.

562

5

35

27

-81+.1+51
-3O.U149

+513.600

0.00

-81+.82
-It It.00

+271.26

-71.37
-30.27

+129.05

2
1
0

1

3
2
1

2
0
1

1
2
3

h

5
6
7

8
9
10

Table 3.3. Calculated position of all dimer energy levels in zero

magnetic field. Values for the input parameters can be

found in Table 3.4. The L - 0 to L - 1 separation amounts to

48.3 GHz (ref. 13). The numbers (Nr) refer to the same

levels as in Table 3.2 and the Figs. 3.2 and 3.3.

J-levels with re

respect to J-level.

J-levels with respect to L-level; F-levels with

i n t e r a c t i o n s . Due to the angular dependent parts of the

potential (mainly V.T and V n n T) different L-levels are mixed within one

J-value:

\t J> = ai|(j

(3.9)

The symbol |(jL)«JI> designates a state of the basis set (the quantum
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Symbol

<V2/B>L

<Y/B>

< B >L

^220*1

^ 2 2 * 1

<d'>T

[<V2/B>1

[<Y/B>1

Unit

-

-

GHz

GHz

GHz
1

kHz

/<V2/B>Q]

/<Y/B>Q]

L

-1.

1.

22.

-2.

-13.

1.

= 0

332

708

80

111

25

265

0.

0.

9666

9267

L =

20.

-1.

-10.

1.

: 1

h5

829

59

098

Table 3.4. Numerical values used to obtain the results in Tables 3.2,

3.33 3.6 and 3.7. The two top entries are the fit results

(see Chapter 4). The others are obtained using the Meyer

potential (see text).

numbers j and I are needed for definite identification). L is the a-

symptotic e.o.e. quantum number; actually, the size of the coefficients

a., 3- and S clarifies the meaning of "asymptotic" in this case.

In the o-p dimer, the V,.nT interaction is absent (j. and j_ cannot

fejtji i £
be added to j = 2), and the V. cannot couple L with L+2* due the tri-

angular rules of the interaction matrix element M, (section 3.3). There-

fore, in Table 3.5 the coefficient 5 = 0 in all o-p states.

For the 0-0 dimer, (L,L+M-mixing does occur (in two cases); the

size of the 6 coefficient is comparable with the (3. coefficients,

describing the (L,L+2)-mixing.
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|ORTHO-ORTHO IH2 )2

(33)2
(32)1

(31)3

(30)0
(29)2

(28)1

(17)3
(16)2
(15K

(13)0
(12)2

(11)0
(10I1

(9) 2

\ 2(B)

\ KB) \

HA) i

• - V -

L=0

0 ,*'
1

1
I

1
t

1

I

\ 110
\\

\\
\ \\\-

//

o* o /
\\
\ 2

-

1 = 0.2

,. 2 (35)
~ " 0 (34)

, 2 127)
/. 1 (26!

I- 0 (25]
\ 3 (241

V 2(23]

1 (21)
Vc 2 |20)
\" 1 (191

^ 3 (18)

« 2 (8)
•" 0 | 7 )

y 0 (6)
L 1 IS)

£ 2 14)
^ 2 (3)
\ 3 (2)

" • • ^ • ^ f i l l4 (1)

Fig. 3.2. Ortho-ortho dimer spectrum in zero magnetic field. Separa-

tion of even and odd I states only serves the surveyability

of the figure. The labelling of some J values with capitals

in parentheses has been done for purpose of identification.

Values in parentheses, numbering the states, correspond to

the numbers in Table S.2.
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Jf

|0 2>

0 0>

0 1>

1 1(A)>

M 3>
|1 1(C)>

1 2(A)>

1 1(B)>

j |1 2(B)>

1 O>

i

• jo 1>

1 0>

|1 2>

I1 1>

a1

0.993

0.996

O.998

0.930

0.996

1

0.999

0.9^7

O.986

1

0.998

1

0.999

1

0RTH0-0RTH0

a2

0

0

0

0.317

0

0

0

-0.299

0

0

ORTHO-PARA (l

0

0

0

0

(H 2) 2

61

-0.053

-0.09^

0.060

0.181*

-0.032

0

0.036

-0.120

-0.165

0

-O.O65

0

-0.037

0

02

-0.078

0

0

0

-0.023

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

S

-0.076 I

0

0

0

-0.077

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Table 3.5. t-admixture coefficients (Eq. (3.9)) describing the admix-

ture of the end over end rotational states in the ortho-

ortho and ortho-para dimer. L designates the asymptotic end

over end rotational quantum number.



L

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

J

0

1

2

0

KA)

KB)

Kc)

2(A)

2(B)

3

1

0

1

2

ORTHO-ORTHO

a

0.0378

0.0169

0.202

0

0.199

0.125

0

0.010

0.167

0.115

ORTHO-PARA (

0.0200

0

0

0.011

<»2:

0.

0.

0.

-0.

0.

-0.

0.

-0.

0.

0.

H 2 ) 2

0.

0.

-0.

0.

>2

b

0917

0292

0700

0U00

1+17

119

200

021

213

109

i

0329

1+00

200

059

0.

0

-0.

0

-0.

-0.

0

0

-0.

-0.

0

0

0

0

e

009

162

292

090

131+

111+

Table 3.6. Coefficients a, fc, and e (Eq. (3.11))t
describing the sensitivity of the J-

level positions with respect to <B>T>
<V2>L and <y>L.
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Further, for o-o, the levels (L = 1, J = 1(A)) and (£ = 1 ,

J = 1(B)) are mixed, whereas (L = 1, J = 1(C)) is a single state

- (L = 1, J = 2(A)) and (£ = 1, J = 2(B)) are mixed neither -; the

reason is the Kronecker sysmbol 6 _, in the angular dependent inter-

action matrix elements M_ and M. in section 3.3 (see also Fig. 3.2).

Still neglecting the h.f.s. we determine the dependence of the

energy levels (j) to <V?>, <B> and <y> by the following expansion

E (B,V Y) = E (B ,V n r , Y ) + aAB + bAB + eAy
L,J d. L,J nom 2,nom nom c.

(3.10)

(As no confusion can arise L is replaced by L.)

In Eq. (3.10) the first derivatives a, b and e are defined as

a = {ET T(B ) - ET T(B . )}/(B - B . )
L,J max L,J m m max min

= {EL,J(V2,max
) - EL,J(V2,min)}/(V2,max

6 = ~ EL,J(Ymin)}/(Ymax " \ i n '

In the above equations "B", "V " and " " stand for "<B>", "<V2>" and

"<Y>". The subscripts "max" and "min" point to values 10% larger and

smaller than the nominal ones which were calculated from Table 3.̂ -. The

values for the coefficients a, b and e are found in Table 3.6. For the

o-p dimer the V^.OT interaction is absent (see above), resulting in
QQ1

e = 0; furthermore, with respect to the level position for V._ = 0 , the

(L = 1, J = 0) and (L = 1, J = 1) levels show no B-dependence (i.e.

a = 0) because there is no admixture with other states ( 1 x 1 submatrix).

The same holds for (L = 1, J = 0) and (L = 1, J = 1(C)) of the 0-0



Table 3.7.

ORTHO-ORTHO

( F , F f v (kHz)
exp

v (kHz)
nom

f (kHz) (kHz)

« 0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1(A)

KB)

Kc)

2(A)

2(B)

3

( 0 , 1 )
( 1 , 2 )

( 0 , 1 )
(1,2)
(1,2)
(2,2)
(2,3)
(2,3)
(3,1*)

( 0 , 1 )
( 1 , 2 )

( 0 , 1 )
( 1 , 2 )

( 1 , 1 )
( 1 , 2 )
( 1 , 2 )
( 2 , 3 )

( 0 , 1 )
( 1 , 2 )
( 1 , 2 )
( 2 , 2 )
(2,3)
(2,3)
(3,1*)

(1,2)
(2,3)

(2,3)
(3,1*)

271.0(20)

151*. 69(20)*
1*81.1*3(10)
151*. 69(20)*
328.8(20)

341.28(30)
52.98(30)

21*6.7(20)

265.0(20)

271.836
27.11*5

156.209
1*81.502
15l».293
327.210

13.539
31*0.7U9

52.365

201.52
21+3.92

133.83
20.73

187.1*8
U.95

182.52
21.55

21.27
132.52

51*.31*
186.86
96.96
89.90

198.75

5.29
203.65

1+1.02
265.01

1.51*
0.1*1+6

0.950
3.13
1.32
1.82
0.2U6
2.07
1.03

-38.1+
-2.91+

-31*.1
-1.22

0.0082
-0.0082

0.016
0.01+08

-0.021*5
-0.359
-0.0122

0.31*7
0.163
0.179
0.511*

1.31*
3.27

-0.111+
0.531+

-0.0321+
-0.009

-1.20
-It. 33
-1.95
-2.37
-0.391*
-2.77
-1.67

-1+1+.6
-10.3

-1+7.0
0.0395

0.0022
-0/0351
0.0329
0.162

-0.0110
-0.125
0.0768

-O.OU82
0.0789

-0.127
-0.0132

-2.85
-6.35

0.722
-1.52
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Table 3.7 (continued)

ORTHO-PARA (\)2

L J (F,F' v (kHz)
exp

f (kHz) g (kHz)

0 1

1 1

1 2

(0,1)
(1,2)

(0,1)
(1,2)

(1,2)
(2,3)

5U

315

.05(10)

.86(30)**

• M8)

5I4I4

5^

159
200

315
140

.05

.00

.32

.26

.81

3.70
1.23

0.0082
0.0122

0.750
0.1432

0
0

0
0

0
0

i.

.*- I

Table 3.7. Coefficients f and g (Eq. (3.13))t describing the sensitivity

of the hyper fine transition frequencies v on <V9/B> and

<y/B>, respectively. The measured frequencies v are also
seep

displayed.

* - measured frequency consists of two unresolved transitions

** - this line was obtained from a measurement using normal

hydrogen; therefore,, it consists of the o-p Nr. 1 <-*• 2

and the 0-0 Nr. 1 •*-*• 2 transition (see also section 4.2)

species with respect to the level position for V = 0 and V n = 0.

T h e m e a s u r e d h y p e r f i n e l i n e s are sen-

sitive to <V /B> and <y/B>. This can be understood by thinking in terms

ofrfirst pjrder perturbation theory (although, actually, the spectra

were calculated by_d:agonalizing the entire interaction matrix); dia-

gonalization of matrices containing all but the h.f.s. interactions

yield cigenfunctions which are linear combinations of the basis

functions. The coefficients are functions of <V /B> and <y/B>. In first

order perturbation theory, the hyperfine interactions are the expecta-

tion values of H arid H on the basis defined in Eq. (3.9) and thus
1 « J 1 1

the hyperfine levels are sensitive to <V_/B> and <y/B>.
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Again, a series expansion is made in order to determine the depen-

dence of the hyperfine frequencies to these parameters:

v(<V2/B>,<y/B>) = v gA<y/B> (3.12)

Here, v is a hyperfine transitions frequency and the coefficients f and

g are given by

(3.13)

The indices "max" and "min" point to values 10% larger and smaller than

the nominal ones (Table 3.1*). The coefficients f and g thus equal the

frequency shifts due to a 10% increment of <V?/B> and <y/B>, respec-

tively. Results are displayed in Table 3.7. Comparison of f and g with

the experimental errors shows clearly the degree of experimental accu-

racy. Most striking are the high f and g values for the (L = 1,

J = 1(A)) and (L = 1, J = 1(B)) hyperfine transitions for the o-o

dimer; responsible is the relatively small energy difference (about

20 GHz) between these levels, which are coupled by the hyperfine inter-

actions, (in second order perturbation theory this energy difference

determines the denominator; for instance, the L = 1 to L = 3 energy gap

denominator amounts about 200 GHz.)

The quantum number J is only a good quantum number as long as the

h.f.s. is neglected. The admixture of different J-levels by the hyper-

fine interactions is very small; the L-admixture coefficients in Table
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3.5 remain unchanged. The effect of J-admixture on the measured hyper-

fine transitions varies between 0 and 138 Hz with a mean value of 29 Hz.
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CHAPTER h

RESULTS

r U.1. INTRODUCTION

In the preceding chapter, the theoretical dimer spectrum in zero

magnetic field has been discussed. Here, the experimental hyperfine

transition frequencies are reported for zero magnetic field.

By means of a least squares fit of the theoretical hfs spectrum to

the measured frequencies, the parameters <V_/B>. and <y/B>n are

determined. Here, <VJ~S>>Q and < Y / B >
0 stand for <Vp(R)>0/<B(R)>0 and

<Y(R)> 0/<B(R)> 0.

The results are compared to values calculated using ten recent

Hp-H potentials.

Finally, recommended values are given for the intermolecular sepa-

ration in the dimer, the rotational dimer constant and the expectation

values for the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction and the anisotropic

intermoleeular potential.

k.2. THE EXPERIMENTAL LINE POSITIONS

In Table U.1 the measured dimer transition frequencies in zero

magnetic field are given together vith their identification.

We have investigated a frequency region from 10 to 850 kHz.

In all measurements the magnetic field was smaller than 0.05 Gauss

for the Ramsey and smaller than 0.1 Gauss for the Rabi set-up; the
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Experimental

frequency (kHz)

271.0(20)

T 15^.69(20)

U81.U3(1O)

328.8(20)

3Ui.28(30)

52.98(30)

5^.86(30)

5hk.05(10)

2^6.7(20)

265.0(20)

315.U(8)

Resonance

technique

SNGL

DBL

DBL

SNGL

DBL

DBL

DBL

DBL

' SNGL

SNGL

SNGL

Identification

species

0-0

/ 0-0

( 0-0

0-0

0-0

0-0

0-0

/ 0-0

I o-p

o-p

0-0

0-0

o-p

; (Nr -n-N

(10 <-*

(5 «->

(1+ ++

(3 •«•

(3 ^

(2 *+

(1 ^

(1 **

(1 +-*

(2 ^

(13 ~

(15 ^

(6 «•

r')

11)

6)

5)

5)
h)

h)

2)

2)

2)

3)

1M

17)

7)

398.6(20) SNGL

Table 4.1. Experimental dimer hyperfine transitions in zero magnetic

field, measured with either the single coil (SNGL) or double

coil (DBL) technique. The hyperfine level identifioation is

found in the Tables 3.2 and 3.3 (see also Table 3.7).

field strength determination has been discussed in section 2.3.

Typical machine operating conditions are found in the Tables 2.1

and 2.3. The applied coil current was the optimum value for the hydrogen

CF-line (F = 0-«-»"1,ni_ = 0"«->-i).

A number of lines could not yet be measured using the separated

coil technique due to overlap with lines nearby. However, although the

(0-0, Nr. 3 ••-*• *0 and (0-0, Nr. 2 •*-*• k) transition frequencies are
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separated by 12 kHz only, the latter could be measured using the Ramsey

set-up because of the weaker intensity of the first one, yielding a

slightly larger error, though.

All entries of Table U.1 are the result of 2 to 8 independent mea-

surements; for measuring method and typical averaging times, see section

2.U. The line centre frequency was determined by averaging over a number

of points left and right of the line maximum. The spread in these points

determining the inaccuracy in each line centre determination, roughly

equals (FWHM/SNR).

The line centre position of the (o-p, Nr. 2 •*-*• 3) transition and

the hydrogen CF line are separated by 2.39(*O kHz independent of the

magnetic field strength (measured up to 90 Gauss). Therefore, in order

to get the zero field frequency for this transition, we subtracted this

difference from the known zero field value of the hydrogen CF line

(5U6.U3T kHz). In order to account for small systematic line centre

deviations (see section 2.5), the final error is enlarged somewhat

(2.39(10) kHz).

The measurement of the (0-0, Nr. 1 •*-*• 2) line was performed using

nearly pure ortho hydrogen. Its final experimental error was estimated

considering that (1) the supply gas still contained 5% para-H? (section

2.2) and (2) the L = 1 (0-0, Nr. 26 •*-*• 27) line lies nearby (Table 3.7),

possibly causing a line centre shift, although the line appeared to be

neither distorted nor broadened.

One weak line (398.6 kHz) could not be identified as a dimer line;

a measurement on m/e = 5 did not yield any indication that this line

belongs to the neutral trimer.

A measurement near 5U5 kHz on m/e = 5 did not yield any line
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either, although, theoretically, an ortho-para-para trimer hyperfine

transition is expected there.

Apart from the transitions in Table k.1, we have observed three

low frequency lines (at 26, 33 and hS> kHz); thetie were not detected at

the usual transition coil current values, but with increasing current they

started to show up reaching half the intensity of the strongest dimer

lines at current values twice the usual ones. Possibly, these structures

originate from nearly 0 kHz transition frequencies showing a large

Bloch-Siegert effect (ref. 1) (e.g. at b = 2.10 rad/sec, a Bloch-

Siegert shift of 30 kHz occurs for a transition frequency of 0.3 kHz).

In Table 3.7» both the observed lines and theoretical transition

frequencies are displayed; comparison shows, that we observed all L = 0

hyperfine transitions (except the two which are too low in frequency)

and 3 L = 1 transitions.

Between 170 and 210 kHz we did observe a number of features but

could not separate any of the J L = 1 lines. The o-p Nr. 9 •*"* 10 line

is probably obscured by the strong line at 15*+. 69 kHz. We did not

observe any structure near 90 and 135 kHz.

In the ortho hydrogen low magnetic field spectrum, three groups of

lines are present; one group originates from 5̂ 6.1+37 kHz, one from

5^.795 kHz and the last one from zero frequency (ref. 1). In the dimer

low field spectrum (B < 20 Gauss) the same groups are recognized; the

one corresponding to the monomer 5̂ 6.1+37 kHz line originates from

5̂ *̂ .05 kHz (Table U.1); as to the others, the dimer line positions are

equal to those of the monomer within the experimental inaccuracy of

1 kHz. All these lines are L = 0 o-p dimer transitions; the strong

spectral resemblance is easily understood when one realizes that in the



o-p dimer, without L-admixture, the para-molecule does not interact

with the ortho constituent.

U.3. DETERMINATION OF <V2/B>0 AND <Y/B> 0.

In principle, the dimer hyperfine level positions depend on c, d,

<V2>L, <Y>L, <A 2 2 Q> L and

In chapter 3 we have argued that for the hyperfine constants c and

d the hydrogen monomer values may be taken; further the parameters

<B> , <A_O(_>T and <A000>T were shown to have negligible effect on the

transition frequencies.

The o-p Nr. 2 •*-»• 3 transition is the only measured line that solely

depends on the value for <Vp/B>n. Using this line this parameter was

determined to be <V_/B> = -1.332(27). (The here employed error defini-

tion is the following; if a parameter is fixed on its value plus or

minus its error, a new fit with the remaining parameters would enlarge
o

the x value by unity.) By variation of the spin-rotation constant c

within its error range (Table 3.1) the <V2/B>0 value changes by about \%.

Thus having fixed the <V2/B>Q value,
 <Y/B>0 was fit to the 5 re-

solved L = 0 o-o dimer frequencies with <d'>0 = 1.265 kHz (calculated

from the potential of Meyer, Table U.2).'The result was <Y/B> 0 =

1.708(22) with x2 = 9.

A fit of both <V2/B>0 and <-y/B>n to all 6 resolved lines (including

thus the o-p Nr. 2 •<-»• 3 line) yielded the same values indicating that

indeed the parameter <v2/B> is determined by the o-p dimer line,

completely.

A fit of <Y/B>0 and <d'>0 resulted in <Y/B> 0 = 1.678(26), <d'>0 =
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Quantity

<R"2>0

<R"3>0

<R'5>0

<B>0

<Vo
< Y 5 > 0

<d->0

<V2/B>Q

<VB >o

E(L=O)

E(L=1)

AE

Unit

A

io"V2

IO-V3

10-V5

GHz

GHz

GHz

kHz

-

-

GHz

GHz

GHz

Gallup

5.174

0.4535

0.1045

0.6270

22.74

+19.67

40.82

1.255

+0.865

1.80

-72.52

-29.07

43.45

Meyer

5.185

0.4547

0.1053

0.6437

22.80

-22.00

41.91

i.265

-0.965

1.84

-72.04

-28.58

43.46

1)
Farrar
Lee

5.338

0.4354

0.09909

0.5865

21.83

-22.67

38.18

1.190

-1.04

1.75

-59.90

-18.73

41.18

Bauer

5.012

0.4802

0.1137

0.7213

24.08

-22.75

46.96

1.366

-0.945

1.95

-84.62

-38.39

46.23

1)
Silvera

4.969

0.4905

0.1177

0.7709

24.60

-18.57

50.18

1.414

-0.755

2.04

-86.44

-39.27

47.16

1)
Ahlrichs

4.892

0.5012

0.1210

0.7984

25.13

-20.18

51.98

1.453

-0.803

2.07

-94.60

-46.19

48.40

Etters

5.080

0.4772

0.1136

0.7375

+23.93

+29.72

48.01

1.365

+1.24

2.01

-73.16

-27.73

45.43

Mon-
chick

5.013

0.4866

0.1166

0.7616

24.41

-6.543

49.58

1.401

-0.268

2.03

-77.65

-31.15

46.50

2)
Dondi

4.917

0.4960

0.1191

0.7755

24.87

-32.95

50.49

1.431

-1.33(30)

2.03(20)

-94.93

-47.02

47.91

2)
Butz

5.290

0.4535

0.1063

0.6766

22.74

-24.65

44.05

1.277

-1.08(30)

1.94(12)

-55.69

-13.45

42.24

Present Experiment: <V2/B>0 = -1.33(5)

<Y/B>0 = 1.71(5)

McKeiiar-Welsh: AE = 48.3(12) GHz



Table 4.2. For a number of potentials, calculated expectation values

for L = 0 and bound rotational level positions are displayed;

Gallup, ref. 2; Meyer, ref. 3; Farrar Lee, ref. 7; Bauer,

ref. 8; Silvera, ref. 9; Ahlrichs, ref. 10, 11; Etters,

ref. 12; Monchick, ref. 13; Dondi, ref. 15; Butz, ref. 14.

<V2^B>0 and <y//B>0 stand for <V2>(/<B>0 an^ <yV<B>0
1) and 2), isotropic potential with anisotropic part from 1)

Meyer, ref. 3 and 2) Zandee, ref. 6.

1

-1.5(12) and x = *•• Since this <d l >
n value is unrealistic,we fix its

value at 1.265 kHz.

With <V2/B> and « 1 I > Q fixed thus, the c constant was varied within

its error range, resulting in a 0.6% shift of the <y/B>n value,

2

whereas che x value changed only by 0.5- In order to raise the con-

fidence level of the fit results to 60% we enlarge the error ranges and

finally conclude <Vp/B>0 = -1.33(5) and <Y / B > 0 = 1.71(5).

The measured hyperfine spectrum shows 3 lines identified as L = 1

dimer transitions (Table U.I). An attempt to fit <Vp/B> and <Y/B> 1

within sensible error bounds was unsuccessful due to the large experi-

mental error. To fit the parameter <V?/B> , the o-p Nr. 6 •«-*• T line

must be measured with high accuracy.

The position of the 0-0 lines Nr. 13 •*-*• 1̂  and Nr. 28 •*-* 30 are

not strongly affected by L-admixture (see Table 3.7, J = 1(A) and 1(B)).

Detecting these lines would thus add very valuable information to our

present state knowledge.
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k.k. TEST TO H2-H2 POTENTIALS

k.k.1. GENERAL REMARKS

With the results of the preceding section we have tested several

p potentials. Expectation values <R >_ and derived quantities

which were c "

Two ab ii ic

»d with these potentials are given in Table k.2.

u.entials are entered in the table; the potential

of Gallup (ref. I jists of a spline function, and (for the long

range) of a single dispersion term proportional to R~ . The ab initio

potential of Meyer (ref. 3) is condensed into a numerical table up to

5.8 A, and further described as a multipole expansion (C,. up to C 1 n),

yielding the long range part. The values for the (non-zero) expansion

coefficients of the isotropic part are (in a.u.) C,- = 12.137, Co =

221.35 and C10 = 5038.7. In addition to the isotropic part, the poten-

tial contains (1) the anisotropic V?np, corresponding to the V term

of the present study; (2) the V??r term which (mainly) describes the

quadrupole-quadrupole interaction; and (3) the terms V?_n and V?_2

which stem from valence and van der Waals interactions. Instead of the

original table of ref. 3, a new one, resulting from a more recent cal-

culation (May 1979, ref. 3) is used here. This new calculation has

yielded more realistic V_p_ and V ? terms and a more realistic C_ con-

stant for the Vppk term; (within \% the present CL equals the value cal-

culated from the quadrupole moment determination of Poll et aĴ . (ref. h)

p P
(Cc = ^70 e Q /15, in a.u.), whereas in the original paper C,. was too

large by a factor of 2).

Recently, the anisotropic part of the Meyer potential (May 1979)

was tested by M. Jacobs, who calculated the anisotropy in the total
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collision cross section for the Hp-Hp system (ref. 5); the calculated

anisotropy fits very well the epxerimental points of Zandee _et al.

(ref. 6), as shown in Fig. U.1.

AKIO3

10 •

1000 2000 2500
Vrel[m/s]

Fig. 4.1. Anisotropy in the H~-H~ total

collision cross section as a

function of relative velocity.

Reproduction of ref. 6} Fig. 153

extended with the anisotropy

behaviour calculated using the

Meyer potential.

In Table U.2, the columns 3, h, 5 and 6 contain the isotropic po-

tentials of Farrar and Lee (ref. 7), Bauer et al. (ref. 8), Silvera et_

&L. (ref. 9) and Ahlrichs _et al. (ref. 10).

The potential of Farrar and Lee is of a Morse-spline-van der Waals

type, fit to differential elastic cross section measurements

(p-H_ - p-Hp); however, the more recent and accurate results of diffe-

rential cross section experiments reported by Rulis et_ al. (ref. 11),

are poorly described by this potential.

The isotropic potential of Bauer ̂ t al., Silvera et_ al_. and
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Ahlrichs jet _al. have in common an exponential repulsive part and a mul-

tipole dispersion expansion. The Bauer potential was obtained from in-

tegral cross section measurements (p-H~ - p-H ?); the three parameters

in the repulsive part were fit, whereas the C,- and Cn coefficient were

taken from older results of Meyer (1976), C^ = 12.0 a.u. and CQ =
D O

240 a.u.; the measurements of Rulis jst̂  al. were also poorly described

by this potential.

The semi-empirical pair potential of Silvera jet _aJU obtained from

s o l i d s t a t e data, describes the s c a t t e r i n g

data of Rulis _et jal. very well. The three parameters in the repulsive

part were fit, whereas the isotropic C,-, Co and C._ coefficients were

taken from Meyer (1976); Cg = ^2.^k, CQ = 215.2, C 1 Q = U813.9, all in

a.u. Following the proposal of Ahlrichs et al. (ref. 10), they have

multiplied the attractive part by a cut-off function to join short and

long range asymptotic behaviour.

The attractive part of the semi-empirical potential suggested by

Ahlrichs jet jal. has the same functional form as that of Silvera j§_t jaĴ. ;

its repulsive Hartree-Fock part (VD) contains two parameters (Vo =

A exp(-aR). The cut-off function which was introduced by them, was

tested by noble gas and hydrogen data; the results of Rulis et_ jal. are

very well described by this potential, too. The numbers in this sixth

column were calculated with (ref. 10, 11) a = 1.767, A = 12.6, C/- =

12.01, Co = 213 and C 1 Q = U700, all in a.u., Meyer (1976).

Employing these four isotropic potentials, the expectation value

of the anisotropic potential <Vp> was calculated using the recent V ? n ?

table of Meyer (May 1979, ref. 3) to show the sensitivity of <V?/B>f)to

the isotropic potential.
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The next two potentials entered in Table k.2 are those of Etters

(ref. 12) and Monchick (ref. 13); "both are semi-empirical potentials

containing an isotropic and an anisotropic part; the former describes

very well the Hp-H_ total collision cross section, the second virial

coefficient and the solid hydrogen p-V diagram; a reasonable fit to the

data of Rulis _et _al. is obtained. The somewhat older potential of

Monchick. is tested by hydrogen bulk properties. Neither of the two po-

tentials could describe the anisotropy in the total collision cross

section of H2-Hp, as shown in Fig. U.1.

Finally, two obsolete Lennard Jones (12,6) potentials are entered

in Table k.2; they were obtained from total (Butz, ref. 1*0 and diffe-

rential (Dondi _et jJ., ref. 15) cross section measurements; the aniso-

tropic part was taken from Zandee _et _al. (ref. 6).

All anisotropic potentials being discussed here, are drawn in

Figs, k.2 and ^.3; among them, noticeable differences are apparent. The

"shaded walls" define the range to which the L = 0 eigenfunction ex-

tends, i.e. the probing region of the present experiment

(3.1 < R < 5.5 2).

k.k.2. THE EXPECTATION VALUES <R~ > AND RELATED QUANTITIES

In Table k.2 for each potential expectation values of <R >- and

<Vp>n are calculated using numerical L = 0 eigenfunctions of the vi-

brational Hamiltonian (Eq. (3.8)). The values for the intermolecular

separation <R>n deviate less than 5% from their mean value of 5.1 A.
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Fig. 4.2 and 4.3. E-dependent parts of six anisotropic Hp-H~ potentials

as a function of intermolecular separation. The

shaded walls define the probing region of the present

experiment.
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-2
The values for <B> i> <R >., ^ <R >Q and

 <Yc >
0 ^

 <R >«

were obtained using the definitions of Table 3.1 in combination with

the <R~ >_ values, for n = 2, 3, and 5, respectively. Notice that for

the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction the symbol y is used here

2 2 5
(•̂ (R) =e Q /(UireJtiR ), indicating that its average value was calculated

from the (only asymptotically valid) R proportionality.

U.U.3. THE ROTATIONAL ENERGY LEVELS

In each column of Table k.2 the three bottom entries are the L = 0

and L = 1 rotational energy levels and their separation. The energy

levels belong to the lowest eigenvalues of the vibrational Handltonian

(Eq. (3.8)). Although the values for E (L = 0) scatter considerably

(-77 _+ 20) GHz, the level separation spread is less than 7.5 GHz.

The values for AE are to be compared with the experimental one

determined from the pressure induced infrared absorption measurements

of McKellar and Welsh (ref. 16).

k.k.h. THE EXPECTATION VALUE <V2/B>0

Since the present experiment yields values for <Vg/B>. and <y/B>0

these quantities are calculated for each potential as well.

A large discrepancy is present among the calculated values for

<Vg/B> as they range from +1.2U (Etters) to -1.33 (Dondi), (see also

Figs, h.2 and U.3).

The Meyer potential yields a value 27$ too low with respect to the

present result; however, it is far superior to that of Gallup, the
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other ab initio potential.

Among the <Vp/B>0 values of the columns 5 and 6, about 6% spread

is found indicating the sensitivity of <Vp/B> to the small differences

between the two experimentally best supported isotropic potentials.

This uncertainty is much smaller than the difference between -0.755 of

column 5 and -0.803 of column 6 on the one hand, and our experimental

value Vp/B .. = -1.33(5) on the other hand; to our opinion this implies

that the Vp function of Meyer rises slightly too fast (transition to the

repulsive branch), as does his V -function.

Although the potential of Etters et al. describes a variety of

hydrogen properties, its value for <Vp/B> disagrees considerably with

the present result. Particulary, V? changes from positive to negative

values at too large a distance and the anisotropic well is too shallow

by a factor of about 20 (see Figs. ^.2 and **.3).

The Monchick potential as well, is too shallow, by a factor of 3.

Agreement with the present result for <V?/B> is found for the Lennard-

Jones potentials of Dondi _et al. and Butz.

U.U.5. EXPECTATION VALUES CONTAINING THE V
QQI

As to the <y,-/B> entries in Table h.2, all values, except the

Farrar-Lee one, deviate less than 8% from the mean value (1.95); this

mean velue, however, is 1h% too large with respect to the present re-

sult (<Y/B> Q = 1.71(5)). From Tables h.2 (<Y,-/B> ) and h.k (<y/B> )

follows that in addition to the 8% spread another 8% difference may

arise from the assumed R -dependence of the quadrupole-quadrupole

interaction which is only asymptotically valid.
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Symbol Unit Meyer
1) Hardy

A222(Rc)

Y(RC)

<A220>0

^222*0

<Y>0

<Y/B>Q

<A >

^222*1

<Y>1

<Y/B>

GHz

GHz

GHz

GHz

GHz

GHz

-

GHz

GHz

GHz

-6.66

-21.33

76.17

-2.111

-13.25

38.U1

1.69

-1.829

-10.59

31.9*+

1.56

2)

2)

2)

-5-25

+7.11

71.95

3)

3)

3)

35-93

1.58

U)

5)

Present experiment: <y/B> = 1.71(5)

Table 4.4. Values for various interaction strengths at the solid hydro-

gen intermoleoular spaaing R , together with averages over

the L = 0 and L = 1 vibrational dimer eigenfunctions (R =

3.784 A, r-sf. 17).

The present defintion of 40CI deviates from the one used

2)

3)

4)

5)

by Meyer (see appendix C);

obtained from the numerical potential (ref. 3);

obtained from zQS z^, and V „„ values of Hardy et_ aL.

(ref. 17);

obtained by scaling down the y(R ) value;

calculated using <B>g of Meyer (Table 4.2).
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00
7

Quantity

<R>,

<R'2>X

<fC\

<R-5>1

<B>1

<Vl

<V2/B>1

<Y5/B>1

Unit

A

lO'V2

10"lA-3

10-V5

GHz

GHz

GHz

kHz

Gallup

5.640

0.4090

0.09137
1 0.5270

20.51

+14.74

34.31

1.098

+0.719

1.67

Meyer

5.670

0.4078

0.09138

0.5350

20.45

-19.07

34.83

1.098

-0.933

1.70

1)
Farrar
Lee

6.016

0.3793

0.08300

0.4678

19.02

-18.59

30.45

0.9976

-0.978

1.60

1)
Bauer

5.390

0.4385

0.1009

0.6166

21.99

-20.41

40.14

1.212

-0.928

1.83

1)
Silvera

5.349

0.4468

0.1041

0.6550

22.41

-17.23

42.64

1.250

-0.769

1.90

1)
Ahirichs

5.218

0.4615

0.1086

0.6907

23.14

-18.83

44.96

1.305

-0.814

1.94

Etters

5.599

0.4240

0.09738

0.6035

21.26

22.79

39.29

1.170

+1.07

1.85

Mon-
chick

5.481

,0.4364

0.1011

0.6328

21.88

-6.235

41.20

1.214

-0.285

1.88

2)
Dondi

5.243

0.4568

0.1069

0.6714

22.91

-29.88

43.71

1.284

-1.31(30)

1.91

2)
Butz

6.205

0.3789

0.08450

0.5063

19.00

-19.41

32.96

1.015

-1.02(30)

1.74



However, a better description of the quadrupole-quadrupole inter-

action is available; the V__r term of Meyer, averaged over the L = 0

eigenfunction is multiplied with the appropriate proportionality con-

stant (appendix C) to yield the < Y >
0 entry of Table k.k. The resulting

values for <Y/B>. agree quite well with the result of the present ex-

periment.

k.k.6. THE L = 1 RESULTS

In a similar way as for L = 0, averages for L = 1 are summarized

in Table U.3. Due to the centrifugal barrier, the ground vibrational

L = 1 eigenfunction is shifted to larger distances. Therefore, the

equilibrium separation <R>.., is 10% larger than <R >
n and all averages

<R >1, and
 <Vp>

1 are smaller than their L = 0 counterparts. By in-

creasing the experimental accuracy for the L = 1 lines, especially by

applying the double-coil technique, it shall be possible to determine

the L = 1 parameters in the future.

U.5. FINAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Of all potentials discussed above, those of Gallup, Meyer, Etters

and Monchick have an anisotropic part. The result for <V_/B>

(= <Vp> /<B>) of Meyer (ref. 3) agrees best with the present result.

Excellent agreement is obtained with the <Y/B>. (= <Y>_/<B> ) value

Table 4.3. Expectation values as in Table 4.2 calculated, however, with

L = 1 eigenfunctions.
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using the V2_i term of Meyer (ref. 3). The best semi-empirical poten-

tials available are those of Silvera et_ al. (ref. 9) and Ahlrichs ^t al.

(ref. 10, 11).

Therefore, for the L = 0 expectation values of the intermolecular

separation in the dimer <R>(-) and the dimer rotational constant
 <B>n

we recommend the values displayed in Table l+.5» being the arithmetic

average of the values obtained using the potentials of Meyer, Ahlrichs

et al. and Silvera et_ al. The error bounds are estimated from the

spread between the values calculated with these potentials.

Symbol

< R >L

< B >L

< Y >L

<VL

Unit

8
GHz

GHz

GHz

L = 0

5.02(17)

2fc.2(iU)

U1.3(27)

-32.2(23)

L = 1

5.UK25)

22.0(15)

35(3)

-29(3)

Table 4.5. Recommended values for the intermoleaular separation and

interaction strengths in the hydrogen dimer, averaged over

the L = 0 and L = 1 vibrational eigenfunctions. The probing

region of the present experiment is 3.1 < Ft < 5.5 A for the

L = 0, and 3.1 < R < 6.5 A for the L = 1 rotational state.

The recommended value for the expectation value of the anisotropic

potential <Vp>Q follows from multiplication of the recommended <B>n

value with the present result for <V /B>n.

Similary, for the dimer the recommended quadrupole-quadrupole in-

teraction strength averaged over the L = 0 eigenfunction is the product
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of the <Y/B> value, obtained from the present experiment and the re-

commended <B>f. value.

For L = 1, we also recommend the <R >
1 and

 <B>1 values obtained by

averaging the expectation values of Meyer, Silvera et_ _al. and Ahlrichs

et al. (Table U.3).

No experimental data are available for the quantities <Vp/B>. and

<Y/B> ; however, if the <V?/B> value resulting from the present expe-

riment is multiplied with the theoretical ratio [<V2/B>J /[<V2/B>J =

0.999 (being the average of the values obtained from the Meyer,

Ahlrichs ^t _al. and Silvera ^t al_. potentials), and with the recommended

value for <B> , the value for <V?>1 is obtained.

Similarly, the ratio [<Y/B>J / [<Y/B>J = 0.92U of the Meyer poten-

tial is combined with the <Y/B> value of the present experiment and

the recommended <B>1 value to yield the value for
 <Y>

1» see Table k.$.

it.6. COMPARISON WITH THE SOLID STATE PAIR SPECTRUM

In the solid hydrogen lattice, in principle the same interactions

are present as in the hydrogen dimer. However, due to the presence of

surrounding molecules, the spectrum for an ortho-ortho hydrogen pair

embedded in a para H crystal lattice is quite different from that for

the loosely bound rotating ortho-ortho dimer, where the J-levels are

mingled up in an intuitively incomprehensible way. Moreover, in the

dimer the gap between highest and lowest J-level equals only about k

GHz (Table 3.3, 0-0 dimer, L = 0), whereas in the lattice the corre-

sponding level separation amounts to 200 GHz (ref. 17).

For the lattice, the J-splitting (mainly due to the V_n_) is that
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large because of the fixed molecular axis; in the dimer, with its extra

degree of freedom (e.o.e.) rotation and its larger equilibrium separa-

tion (5 A instead of 3.8 A), the VQ0 causes effects 50 times smaller,

only.

In the lattice, the effects of the anisotropic interaction (V.T)

vanish when summed over a rigid shell of nearest neighbours (ref. 17)»

whereas in the dimer this interaction is as effectively as the Vn.T in-

fcjtyi

teraction.

The quadrupole-quadrupole interaction is diminished in the lattice

with respect to its rigid crystal value due to both overlap effects and

large zero point motions of the molecules; in order to prevent penetra-

tion of the hard-cores of nearest neighbours, short range correlations

occur, which favor larger intermolecular separations compared to a

rigid lattice. A ik% reduction of the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction

constant has been observed by Hardy et al. (ref. 17).

In Table h.k, the V^- T interaction (y) and the smaller v o o^-inter-
actions (A?pn and A???) are displayed for the free dimer (taken from

Meyer, ref. 3) and for the lattice (taken from Hardy ejt al., ref. 17).

The three top entries in the columns are the values for A22 , Ag— and

y at R = R , the intermolecular equilibrium separation in the solid

(R = 3.78U A, ref. 17). The numbers in the third column stem from the

numerical potential of Meyer. Notice, that the present definition of

A_o. (Eq. (3.^0) deviates from that used by Meyer (see Appendix C).

The numbers in the fourth column of Table k.k are derived from the

results of Hardy et al. (ref. 17). From microwave absorption experiments

in solid hydrogen they determined the "effective quadrupole-quadrupole

constant r " and the "non-quadrupolar constants e0 and e ", valid in
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the crystal lattice. The reported values for eQ, e- and r _ are multi-

plied "by the appropriate conversion factors (see appendix C) to yield

the values A22Q (R ), A2?2 (R ) and y(R ) entered in the fourth

column of Table k.k. In the same column, the value for <Y >
n was ob-

tained putting <Y> = y(R ) R <R~ o' w h e r e f o r <R~ n t h e v a l u e w a s

taken for the Meyer potential (see Table k.2).

Comparison of columns 3 and k shows that in the hydrogen crystal

lattice the measured effective quadrupole-quadrupole interaction

strength y(R ) is about 6% weaker than that for an isolated pair, due
c

to the effect of correlated zero point motions of the pair molecules.

Hardy efc al. have observed a \k% reduction of the quadrupole-qua-

drupole constant with respect to Y C(R ) About 8% may be attributed to
5 c

overlap effects. Nearly the same reduction due to overlap effects (10$)

follows from the Y,-(R ) value of Meyer as compared to his y(R ) value.

The values for A 2 2 Q ( R ) are comparable but the value for Ap?p(R )

of Hardy et al. differs by a factor of (-3) from that of Meyer; Hardy

et al. obtained their Ap2Q and A2g2 values with very low confidence

levels, since their experiment is rather insensitive to these quantities.
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CHAPTER 5

OUTLOOK

1. In section 3.5, a few hyperfine transitions (o-o, Nr. 13 •*-*• 1^ and

28 •*-*• 30) were shown to be very sensitive to <Vp/B>1 and <y/B>..,

(see Table 3.7, L = 1, J = 1(A) and J = 1(B); however, they were not

detected (see section U.2). In view of their importance, they should

be searched for by varying the source conditions; thus, one possibly

succeeds to enhance the population of the L = 1 level.

2. The double coil technique has proved to be very valuable because its

application increases the precision of the line centre determinations,

considerably (see Fig. 2.5.). However, due to the narrow velocity

distribution of the nozzle beam, its resolving power is even worse

than for the single coil set-up. We propose to enhance the spectral

resolution by modulating the distance between the coils. This can be

done either by mechanically and periodically changing the separation

between the short coils, or by electrically switching between diffe-

rent ones positioned at different distances.

3. In the present investigation, the zero magnetic field spectra have

been measured. Some of the zero field frequencies could not be

determined, though, because either the frequency was too low for the

present experimental set-up, or the spectrum too crowded to resolve

single lines, or the zero field selection rules forbade detection.

For the strongest zero field lines, also high field measurements

seem feasible. As a result one gets information on the gT-factor and

secondly, the zero field frequencies which could not be determined in
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the present investigation may be obtained "by extrapolation of the

data to the zero field limit.

k. Preliminary measurements have been performed on the e.o.e. rotational

distribution (ref. 1). The significance of these results would be in-

creased by inserting a velocity selector in the apparatus in order to

determine simultaneously the parallel beam temperature T.. . Together

with the information on the rotational temperature from the spec-

troscopic data, one would get insight in the dimer relaxation pro-

cesses.

5. Measuring the J-splitting in the o-o dimer would yield direct infor-

mation on the angle dependent interactions, in particular the "non-

quadrupolar" V ? ? n and V_2p terms. However, the transition frequencies

(for instance 3.5 GHz; L = 0, J = 0 •*-* 1) lie in a nearly unaccess-

ible region; either high power, narrow banded, or broad banded low

power klystrons are available. In the present experiment, the energy

6 2
flux in the transition coil amounts to some 10 W/m . Applying a

cavity instead of a travelling wave set-up, one can gain a factor of

2
10; for a 10 cm cavity cross section one would need a tunable 100 W

power device, which is hardly feasible at the present state of

technology.

6. The L-level separation (it8.3 GHz, ref. 2) is of astrophysical inte-

rest since it provides astrophysicists with a tool to investigate

the abundance of (H_)2 dimers (and thus of neutral hydrogen gas) in

outer space. The quadrupole induced dipole moment is estimated to be

1 mD. However, since the 0 •*->• 1 electrical dipole transition is for-

bidden, it is only on account of the 3% L-admixture (corresponding

to a squared amplitude of 2.5%', see Table 3.5)* that this transition
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is measurable, in principle (ref. 3). As for the J-splitting (see

sub 5)» power is also a problem due to the small dipole moment and

the L-admixture coefficient.

7. A logical continuation of the present investigation is to measure

hydrogen trimer spectra. Similarly as for the o-p dimer, o-p-p

trimer hfs lines are expected near the ortho hydrogen transition

frequencies. The o-o-p trimer lines should show up near the measured

o-o dimer transitions.

Hydrogen trimers are detected on m/e = 5. At this mass, at

higher pressures, the same signal strength as for m/e = 3 has been

found (ref. h). Perhaps, a sizeable fraction of this signal is due

to fragmented heavier clusters. The trimers are heavier than the

dimers and since they have practically the same velocity (ref. k),

their deflection in the A- and B-magnets is less. Moreover, since

four trimer modifications are present, the single state population

is also worse than for the dimer.

In spite of all these difficulties, a search for the trimer

spectrum is worthwhile in our opinion, because the effect of three

body forces, amongst other things, can be studied, and, in general,

the observation of building up of matter 'from single particles to

small droplets is a worthy enterprise.

8. The zero magnetic field spectrum of the HD dimers cannot be measured

employing the present technique because in the molecular beam only

the lowest accessible rotational state is populated, which has no

zero field hfs spectrum in this case.

For Dp (J= 1, 1 = 1), the molecular g-factor is smaller than

that for H_ by a factor of about 6 (ref. 5). Therefore, the
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deflection of the dimers forms a problem, which may be overcome by

considerably reducing the slit widths. Further, due to the smaller

hyperfine constants (ref. 5), the largest zero field splitting for

Dp (J = 1), is only about 200 kHz (compare 5^6 kHz for H ), pre-

sumably resulting in a very crowded (Dp)p dimer spectrum.

Although by measuring the (Dp), hfs dimer spectrum, no essen-

tially new information on the molecular interactions will come to

our disposal, and although the above remarks on deflection and

strength of hfs constants convey a strong warning to the optimistic

experimentalist, nevertheless, the fact that (Dp)p possesses k bound

e.o.e. rotational states, makes this dimer an interesting candidate

for similar measurements as the ones discussed in the present work.

Effects of L-admixture are more clear cut and may lead to a better

understanding of the dimer dynamics. The L- and J-splitting will be

-< rather different, too, perhaps bringing the experiments discussed

I above (sub 5 and 6) within reach. Finally, the existence of h bound

e.o.e. levels provides us with a tool to study the relaxation pro-

cesses in an expanding jet more extensively than would be possible

with the only 2 e.o.e. levels of the (Hg)p dimer.

9. Quite promising seems the investigation of the anisotropic intermo-

lecular potential of the Op-Ar dimer, employing the technique of the

t

present investigation. As compared to the hydrogen dimer, the binding

force is much stronger (isotropic well is deeper by a factor of 10,

ref. 6), and considerably more bound dimer states are present for

Op-Ar complexes; at 100 K, some 10,000 levels are estimated to be

populated (ref. 6).

The oxygen molecule has a £ ground state; hence a bohr magne-
o
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ton is available to deflect the molecule in the A- and B-magnets

which is i+00 times the nuclear magnetic moment of H_. Since the Cu-Ar

complex is heavier by a factor of 18 than the (H_)_ dimer, the higher

magnetic moment is indeed needed for the deflection of the complex.

Due to the electronic spin rotation interactions in the 0^ molecule

(ref. 7) each oxygen rotational level is split in a triplet with

level spacings of about 60 GHz (compare the size of the rotational

moment; k$ GHz).

For the Op-Ar complex, the effect of the V on the triplet

splitting may be investigated in detail. The electronic spin-rotation

interaction constant (60 GHz ^2.9 K) is considerably smaller than

the V (<V (R)> = U3 K, ref. 7); we therefore may expect large

effects., i.e. large rotational admixture resulting in sizeable

changes of the triplet splitting.
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APPENDIX A TRANSITIONS IN SINGLE AND DOUBLE COIL CONFIGURATION.

For a non-degenerate two level system, we summarize the formulae

describing the population P when a molecule, initially in state |p>,
PQ.

is submitted to a perturbation field.

We give the Rabi formula (eq. A.1)) for the single co'il experiment

(see section 2.3) and the formula, suited to an ideal separated coil

experiment, as derived by Ramsey (Ch. 2, ref. 3)

Eq.(A.3) is generalized to the case that the static magnetic

fields inside the RF coils are different from each other and from that

in the region in between (eq. A.h)).

The single coil set-up.

P
PI

(A.1)

Here, X = (to -co)/2b, to and to are the angular resonance and applied fre-

quency; T is the time the molecule speuds in the Rabi coil; b is the

perturbation strength,

b = BRF (A.2)

In eq.(A.2), g is an effective g-factor, B is the amplitude of the

oscillating magnetic field and M is the (dimensionless) matrix ele-
PQ.

ment connecting the two states. (For the hydrogen CF transition,

Seff = SI " SJ a n d M p q = 1'/3->

The factor \ in eq.(A.2) stems from the description of the oscil-
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lating field by the sum of two fields, rotating in opposite direction

(each of half the amplitude); the influence of one rotating component

(i.e. the Bloch-Siegert-effect) is neglected.

The ideal separated coil set-up.

P = sin
2[bx(X2+i)2]{cos(bTX)cos[bx(X2+i)^] -:

x sin(bTX) sin[bx(X2+i)g] } 2
(A.3)

Here, T is the time, spent inside one short coil and T the flight time

between the centers of the two short coils.

The separated coil set-up with non-uniform static fields.

G 2 -

i p i
)~a sin[bT(X>i)a] {$ cos(bTX ) - 9 sin(bTX )} (A.4)

d m m

Here,

A = cos(bTXm) cos[bx(X^+i)2] - X^X^n
P i

s in(bTX ) s in[bx(XT+1 ) 2]
m 1

0 =

1 o 1

I2] cos[bx(X'7+i)2]
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r
For the first short coil, the second short coil and the region in

between, the resonance frequencies are indicated by wo1» «_„ and w^

X,, X_ and X are defined as
1 2 m

- w)/2b;
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APPENDIX B CALCULATION OF THE MATRIX ELEMENTS.

B.1 INTRODUCTION

We calculate all matrix elements which occur in section 3.3

applying the known operator techniques (ref.1, 2).

The elements M.. and M? of section 3.3, containing the isotropic

potential and rotational parts of the Hamiltonian are easily shown to

be diagonal in all quantum numbers.

In section B.2 we discuss the matrix elements of the angular de-

pendent parts of the potential. The general form is (ref. 3,k)

.. K~K

(B.1)

For the anisotropic intermolecular potential (X =0, X =X=2), eq.(B.l)

reduces to eq.(3.2), (A2Q2 = /5 W2(R))

The quadrupole-quadrupole interaction has X =\ =2 and X=U (see eq.

(3.*+), App. = /fo"hy(R)); further, in the dimer Hamiltonian, terms pro-

portional to C C C and C C C are present (section 3.2).

In section B.3,'the hyperfine structure matrix elements are dis-

cussed, the elements M^ and Mg of section 3.3, and the direct spin-spin

matrix element describing the interaction between spins of different

hydrogen molecules of the dimer (see section 3.2).

The definition of the quantum numbers and the used basis set are

found in table 3.1 and section 3.3.
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The quantum numbers j' and I. always equal unity, whereas j ? and

1^ are equal to unity in the ortho-ortho and zero in the ortho-para

dimer.

The symbol [ k] stands for (2k+i).

B.2 THE MATRIX ELEMENTS OF THE ANGULAR DEPENDENT PARTS OF THE

POTENTIAL.

In general, the matrix element looks like:

M = < (j L) J I F Mp | X° | (j'L')J' (B.2)

r •

Here X is the operator associated with an angular dependent

Hamiltonian, operating on parts of the basis which contain the quantum

numbers j, L and J. In eq.(B.2), the couplings (j'j?)j and

((I11I12)I1(I21I22)I2)I are suppressed.

The Wigner-Eckart theorem and the decoupling of the J- and I-de-

pendent parts yield

M = 6 _ , t 6 M M 1 6 T T , < 5 T T t [ J ] " 3 < ( j L ) J II X ° II ( j 1 L ' ) J > ( B . 3 )
FF1 Jn' UJJ'

B2.1 THE ANISOTROPIC INTERMOLECULAR POTENTIAL VAI

Starting from eq.(B. 1) (X=2, X..(O = 0(2) and 2(0)), we average

over the intermolecular separation and write the anisotropic interaction

as

X0 = A202 [ { c 2 ( ? 1 } °2^)}o + {C2(r2)C
2(R)}°] (B.fc)
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Without loss of generality, we only calculate the contribution of the

first term in eq.(B.J+). Substitution of eq.(B.it) into eq..(B.3) yields:

M202 ~ A202
X f Tl " 2 v

x <(J1J2:j L J II {C
2(ri)C

2(R)}° II (j^g) y L'J > (B.5)

Decoupling of the L- and j-dependent parts yields

M202 " A202

x < L L1 > L L'

J J

(B.6)

The first matrix element in eq..(B.6) is further decoupled yielding

,2

(-D
02+J'+1 j][j']}2 < >

V Jo 1 )
^ II (T II ̂  > (B.7)

The remaining matrix element in eq..(B.7) and the second matrix element

in eq.(B.6) are calculated, applying

< i ii c K ii i » > = ( - r (B.8)
0 0 0

Then, for the matrix element eq.(B.6) we find (with A = h Vp

M 202 V2

/L' 2 L\ (j1 j 2) (j' 2 j)
x\o 0 0) \L L< J ) (1 j 2 1) (B.9)
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For the o-o dimer, the contribution of the second term in eq..(B.U)

yields a factor 2, whereas for the o-p dimer, the contribution is zero

(replace ^(=1) by J2(=0) in eq.(B.T).

Combining these results, we find for the matrix element of the

total anisotropic intermolecular potential in both the o-o and the o-p

dimer, (matrix element Mg of section 3.3).

ifin.fijj.h v
2

/L' 2 L\ (J' J 2) jy 2 ft

\0 0 0/ \h L' j f (1 j 2 1J 1 j

(B.10)

B2.2 THE C2C2CX TERMS, IN PARTICULAR THE QUADRUPOLE-QUADRUPOLE

INTERACTION.

Starting from eq.(B.1) we write for the (2 2 X) - interaction (averaged

over the intermolecular separation)

CX(R)1 (B.11)

Eq.(B.11) i s substituted into the general form for the reduced matrix

element, eq.(B.3), yielding

M22A= A
22A6FF'6MFM-6II '6JJ 'f J 1 " '

| {x < ( j 1 j 2 ) j L J II | { C 2 ( f 1 ) C 2 ( r 2 ) } X CX(R) ^2)y L' J >

After decoupling of the J- and L-dependent parts, we get
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M22A " A22X

x < L II cr L1 >
j j1

L L1

J J

(B.12)

In eq.(B.12), the second matrix element is calculated using eq.(B.8) ;

the 9-0 symbol can be expressed in terms of a 6-j symbol.

The first matrix element in eq.(B.12) is decoupled yielding

1

1

j

1

1

j '

2

2

X

(B.13)

From eq.(B.8) it is seen that < j" II C II j_ > equals zero if j?=0,

i.e. for the o-p dimer. We therefore pursue the calculation with J1=j?=1

(o-o dimer) and find for the matrix element

M22X=A22A

0 0 0 / (L1 L

1 1

1 1 (B.1U)

For X=0, the 9-j symbol in eq.(B.iit) is proportional to a 6-j

symbol and the triangular relations require L=L' and j=j'. For the

matrix element (eq.(B.1*0) follows,

M220 " A220
i (1 1 2)

(1 1 j)
15)

For \=h, the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction matrix element is
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obtained, which equals zero unless j=jT=2; in that case the 9-j symbol

equals 1/25.

\0 0 0

(see section 3.3, matrix element M. , A_.^ - 3/?0 h

<B.16)

1

B.3 THE HYPERFINE STRUCTURE MATRIX ELEMENTS

B3.1 THE SPIN-ROTATION INTERACTION.

The spin-rotation interaction in the diraer is given by (eq.(3.5))

X° = -ch[ (Iri1 (B.17)

In eq.(B.17)> for symmetry reasons, the contribution of the second term

equals that of the first one in case of the o-o dimer. For the o-p

dimer, the second term is shovn to give no contribution. Therefore, we

write for the total spin-rotation interaction matrix element in either

the o-o (j?=1) or the o-p (jp=O) dimer

MQ = -eh < (j L) J I F MF|l1.Jl1|(j
ILI)JlIlFfM^> (1 + 6^ ) (B.18)

Here, as before, the couplings (j^J2)j and ((i^I^Jl^Ig^^Jlg)!

are suppressed.

Decoupling the J- and I- dependent parts yields
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f r

X < j L J II jjj i )
j )j» L1 J' > (1 + & , ) (B.19)

In eq.(B.19), the reduced, matrix elements give

+1

1

and

< (j-,j2)j L J II j! > =

J (J 1 J') (j

{ [ J l U ' l l J l l j ' ] } 8 { > {

(B.20)

(B.21)

In eqs.(B.2O) and (B.21), j. and I. are put equal to 1; substitution

into eq.(B.19), finally yields for the total spin-rotation interaction

matrix element

Mc =
I+I'+j+O'+L+F+j +1

fj 1 jf) (I 1 I'|

I. J..J i i. if

j* j L) (I v F)
(B.22)
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The occurrence of the factor (1+6... ) is most easily understood from
"J2

eq.(B.2i) (and eq.(B.2O)); in the 6-j symbol of eq.(B.2i) (eq.(B.2O)),

the interchange of j. and j~ (I., and I~) yields the same value for the

o-o dimer matrix element (j =j =1=1 =1) but for the o-p dimer, the 6-j

symbols -and thus the entire contribution- equal zero (j =1 =1, j =1 =0)

B3.2 THE INTRA-MOLECULAR DIRECT SPIN-SPIN INTERACTION

The sum of the spin-spin interactions in both hydrogen molecules, con-

stituting the dimer, is given by (compare eq.(3.7))«

-dh I } r
11 X12 ' Jo

rr}
2 2

(B.23)

Using the correspondence between r. and C (?.)> the matrix element becomes

M = -3dh/5 (1 + 6 - )

x < (jL) J I

Again, the couplings (j1J2)j and

( j'L')J'I'F'M

(B.2U)

a r e s uPP r e s

sed. The factor (1+6 . ) follows from a discussion similar to that,
J2

given in the preceding section.

After application of the Wigner-Eckart theorem, in eq.(B.2U) the J-

and I-dependent parts are decoupled,

1 )C 1 (?1 )}
2|| (j'L')J'> xML = -3/5 dh

d

< I I' >

J J' 2

I I1 2

F F 0

(1+6 . ) (B.25)
J2
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In eq.(B.25) the first matrix element is further decoupled,

<(j1j2)j L J II { C
1 ^ ) C 1 ^ = 6LL,(~1 ) J + L + J '

<J 1 H{C 1 ( r l )C 1 ( r l ) } 2 | | J 1 > (B.26)

With { c V } K = ( -1 ) K [K] cK , (B.27)
0 0 0/

and relation (B.8), for eq.(B.26) follows (j. =

6LL'(-1)

j+j'+J'+L+j,
(J 2 J1) (j 2 j'j

W

(B.28)

Decoupling of the second matrix element in eq.(B.25), yields

" {l(i!)l(i2)}2

1 2
(I 2 I'

= (-1)

1 1 1
2 2 I

(B.29)

With 1^1. the 9-j symbol in above equation equals 1/9; the value of

the reduced matrix elements equals /3/2. Then, eq.(B.29) yields

(-1)
i (I 2 I')

(1 I,')
(B.30)

After substitution of eqs.(B.3O) and (B.28) in eq.(B.25) the matrix
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element of the spin-spin interaction is given by (M^ section 3.3)

M - R
Md - 6LL' 3 dh (-1)

!

J 2 J'j (J J' 2J

j' L jj (l« I F)

t: :\ i:. ;i
i,'

(B.31)

B3.3 THE INTER-MOLECULAR DIRECT SPIN-SPIN INTERACTION

In order to estimate the influence of magnetic moments connected to

spins of different hydrogen molecules we consider the total (molecular)

magnetic moment being located at the center of each hydrogen molecule.

The interaction of two nuclear spins is given by

-3d'h/5

M , = -3d'h/5

(B.32)

(B.33)

Above matrix element is calculated in a way, quite similar to that of

the preceding section; the important difference is the C (R) operating

on the L-part of the basis.

For the o-p dimer, the matrix element equals zero.

The final result is given by
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x { f J ] [ J ' ] [L ] tL ' ] [ I ] [ I ' ] }^ x

(L 2 L'\ (J J ' 2 |

0 0 0 / ( r i F )

2 J1

> j L

1

1

I

1

1

I '

1

1

2

(B.3U)
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1

APPENDIX C: CURRENT DEFINITIONS OF THE ANGULAR DEPENDENT POTENTIAL

In the literature, different definitions for the angular dependent

potential terms are found. We compare Meyer (ref. 1) with Hardy et_ al.

(ref. 2) and the present work (ref. 3, Chapter 5, Eq. (2)), for the

multipole terms Voo^. Notice that in the definition of Hardy the inter-ne A

molecular separation unit vector R is fixed along the z-axis. The quan-

tities r. and r? are the unit position vectors of the hydrogen axes in

an arbitrary reference frame; ID., and w define the orientation of the

molecules with respect to the R vector.

Meyer

22X

Hardy et al.

V22X

(C.1)

(C2)

Here, aQ = /5, a2 = /7/2 and a^ = /70, and C(2,2,X;v,-v) is a Clebsch-

Gordon coefficient.

Present work

(C3)
viV
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The relation "between the different angle independent parts is given by

A220

A 2 2 2 = (5/2)/70

= 15/70

= 25A^22/(li7r)
3/2

(C.U)

The relation with the strength of the quadrupole-quadrupole inter-

action y is

V = Aoo)i/(3/70) = 5e. = 15 (c.5)
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APPENDIX D

THE IONIZER

In our molecular "beam group, we have developed a rather efficient

universal detector, consisting of an ionizer, a mass selector (electri-

cal or magnetic) and a particle multiplier (refsi 1-6). Over the years

continuous improvements have led to an ionizer efficiency of 1 : 500

yielding an enhancement of the SNR by a factor of 5 as compared to

commercial models.

The ionizer is used in combination with a mass spectrometer magnet

(refs. 1-H) or with a quadrupole mass filter (ref. 55 6 and present

experiment). The latter type is shown in Fig. D.1. This version is

rather easy to handle and is mechanically extremely stable. Most com-

ponents are of molybdenum or tantalum; they are separated by quartz

spacers.

The actual ionizing volume is an (equipotential) box formed by two

electron extractors (F) (curved tantalum plates with slits (0.5 mm)

mounted in an Mo frame), two sidewalls (E), the front grid (D) and

the back plate (H). The electrons are extracted from two spiral fila-

ments (0) (CEC diatron, type 1U888; the filament current amounts to

3.0 A/filament). The entrance (D) and the sidewalls (E) consist of

grids in order to obtain optimum pumping conditions. The repellers (P)

shield the insulators against the metal vapour, emerging from the fila-

ments .

The ions are extracted by a low voltage on the back plate (H) and

guided by a lens system (J,K,L). The potentials of all elements can be
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® front plate
® repeller support
© filament support
® front grid
© side wall
© electron extractor
© shielding
® back plate

pyrex insulator
vertical lens
horizontal lens
exit plate
main support
filaments
repeller

IONIZER

Fig. D.I. The ionizer



adjusted independently for optimum performance. The entire system ob-

tains its stable structure from two quartets of tungsten rods screwed

in the front grid holder (D). This construction provides the facility

that the filaments, which are the most critical parts, can be adjusted

without disturbing the positions of the various elements of the

ionizing volume.
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift wordt een experiment beschreven dat leidt tot

een beter begrip van de intermoleculaire potentiaal tussen twee water-

stof moleculen en wel speciaal van het hoekafhankelijke gedeelte van de

potentiaal. Middel is het meten van het hyperfijn spectrum van het een-

voudigste waterstofcluster namelijk het dimeer (H2)_.

We stellen ons dit dimeer voor als een halter van 5 A lengte, aan

de uiteinden waarvan de waterstof moleculen vrijwel onafhankelijk kunnen

roteren. De van der Waals krachten die het complex bijeen houden zijn

vele malen zwakker dan de chemische bindingskrachten tussen de atomen in een

molecuul; zo is de dissociatia energie van het waterstof dimeer ongeveer

10.000 maal zo zwak als die van het waterstof molecuul.

De dimeerproductie vindt plaats als onder druk van ongeveer 1 at-

mosfeer waterstofgas wordt gespoten uit een koude bron (T = ho Kelvin,

diameter 20 pm) van een moleculair bundelapparaat. Tijdens de expansie

in het vacuum, waarbij interne bundeltemperaturen beneden 1 Kelvin

worden bereikt, worden de dimeren gevormd bij drievoudige-botsingen

tussen de H?-moleculen. De opbrengst is ongeveer 3%.

Het dimeer kent 2 gebonden rotatieniveaus die o.g.v. de hoekafhan-

kelijke wisselwerkingen (de quadrupool-quadrupool interactie en de ani-

sotrope intermoleculaire potentiaal) zijn opgesplitst. Deze laatste ni-

veaus worden nog eens opgesplitst door de hyperfijn interacties in het

dimeer.

Uit theoretische berekeningen blijkt dat de meetresultaten van de

hyperfijnstructuur directe informatie bevatten over de hoekafhankelijke

interacties. De resultaten worden vergeleken met uitkomsten van andere
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experimenten die complementaire informatie opleveren en ab initio be-

rekeningen aan het H_-H? systeem.

P
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